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ABSTRACT

The subsurface structure of the Alpha Ridge in the Arctic Oceal was stucliecl

through an investigation of MAGSAT and aeromagnetic data. Both clata sets were

obtained frorn the Geopliysical Division of the Geological Survey of Ca¡acla. In
addition to analysis of the rnagnetic data, the study ernploys heat flow values for the
riclge and the surrounding areas to estirnate the thickness of the crust tliat gives rise

to the observed rnagnetic anornalies over the riclge.

Investigation of the data includecl the inspection of a computer ge¡erated grey-

level tnap, one- and two-dimensional spectral analysis, and forward modeli¡g in
two- and three-climensions. The aeromagnetic data show that the positive rnagletic
anomalies are confined to a narrow zone of about 270-300 krn that runs along the
strike (crest) region of the ridge. The arnplitudes of the anornalies reach up to 1g00

nT peak to trough. The srnall almost-circular anomalies are up to 20 krn in cliarnete'

while the elongated ones are about 80 krn wicie and up to 250 km long. The a¡ornalies

are thus irregular to sublinear. There is no clear pattern of alternating positive ancl

negative anomalies as is expected of spreacling ocean floors. The spectral a¡alysis
was lirnited to wavelength filtering. The results show that the positive anornalies

clominate at longer wavelengths. This is consistent with the large positive observed

MAGSAT anomaly over the ridge.

From Alpha Ridge heat flow data, about 36 krr thickness of rnagnetic crust was es-

tirnated to lie above the curie level. This crust is the source of the observed MAGSAT
and aeromagnetic anomalies. Forward mocleling of the anornalies using the crustal
blocks of this thickness shows that Alpha Riclge is made of an upper and a.d a



lower layer. The upper is estimatecl to be 8-12 km thick. It is rnore rnagnetic with

rnagnetizations that vary laterally frorn zero to about 7 Arn-1. The variations in mag-

netizations inclicate heterogeneity in either rock cornposition of this layer or thermal

rernanent magnetizations. This layer is responsible for the sholt wavelength aero-

magnetic anomaly sources. Due to the arnbiguity that is always inherent in rnocleling

potential clata, the lower layer could be one single homogeneous layer or consists of

several sublayers. The lower layer is the one that contributes more to the observed

MAGSAT anornalies.

Results of the investigation of the magnetic clata, together with previous geological

and geophysical inforrnation for the riclge, suggest that Alplia Ridge is a region that is

highly affected by igneous intrusion. It was most likely forrned by either a cotnbination

of sea-floor spreading and plate rnargin irotspot activity or by intla-plate hotspot

activity.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Regional settirg

The Arctic Ocean is the water mass around the North Pole. It is surrouncled by

Greenland, Canada, Russia (U.S.S.R) ancl Norway (Figure 1.1). The ocean itself is

divided into two basins, namely the Arnerasia and Eurasia Basins. Three near parallel

subrnarine topographic highs run across the Arctic Ocean. These topographic highs

are the Nansen, Lornonosov and. Alpha-Menclelev Riclges. The Lornonosov Ridge

runs across the ocean nearest the North Pole ancl divides the Amerasia Basin from

the Eurasia Basin. The Nansen (Arctic micl-ocean) Ridge bisects the Eurasia Basin.

It is a continuation of the North Atlantic rnid-ocean ridge system. It is not known

if the Alpha ancl the Mendeleev Ridges are one cornplex ridge or separate riclges.

In this thesis, the two are treatecl as separate entities. The Alpha and Mencleleev

Riclges clivicle the Amerasia Basin into tlie Canada and Makarov Basins. This stucly

is focused on the rnagnetic nature of the subsurface beneath the Alpha Ridge.



CHAPTER 1, INTRODUCTION

I.2 Objective of the study

Alpha Ridge is one of the few large-scale subrnarine structures on earth whose tectonic

evolution is still not fully known. Increase in knowleclge about the Arctic region

has been sporaclic ancl not always progressive. This is attributecl to the very harsh

climatic environment ancl great distances involved that clernanded special endeavour-,

often Ìreroic, in order to discover ancl learn about the region. Modern technology has

now provided aircraft, spacecraft, specializecl ships ancl subtnarines, ail of which have

revolutionized research in the Arctic region. These innovations have now made the

Arctic region accessible during most seasons of the year. In the past 40 years alone,

a large quantity of geophysical ancl geologic data has been collected over the region.

In particular, a vast arnount of magnetic data has been acquirecl ancl constitutes the

best, rnost extensive, yet cletaileci clata set for the region (Coles and Taylor., 1990).

The purpose of studying the Arctic region is rnultifaceted. The Ìeasons include,

first, sheer scientific curiosity. Secondly, there is the need to understand the environ-

rnental irnpact of the colcl regions on the rest of the globe. Thirdly, with the clwinclling

worlcl resources and the continued improvements in technology, the Arctic region is

a potential econornic haven of tlie future in terrns of mineral exploitation.

The prirnary objectìve of this research is to use information obtainecl from the

investigation of both MAGSAT ancl aeromagnetic clata so as to provicle further infor-

rnation pertaining to the rnagnetic nature of the Alpha Ridge crust.



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.3 Data analysis

Data analysis in this work includecl visual inspection of computer generatecl grey-

level rnaps, spectral analysis and 2-dimensional modeling of the aerornagnetic ancl

MAGSAT data, and 3-dimensional rnodeling of ilie MAGSAT data. The spectral

analysis provides the dominant wavelength and the pattern of magnetic signatule

when certain wavelengths are rernovecl. The removal of short wavelength components

of the anomaly field, which give results equivalent to upward continuation, reveals

the clorninant anomaly at higher elevations. In order to facilitate a better clelineation

of the crust that gives rise to tlie observed rnagnetic data, heat flow values over- the

Alpha Riclge are extrapolated to the Curie level. The crust above this level, with the

exception of the sedimentary layer, constitutes the magnetic crust. This rnagnetic

crust, used in conjunction with 2- and 3-dirnensional rnocleling of the two magnetic

data sets, provicles the rnagnetizations associated with the Alpha crust.

Since this thesis is based on the magnetic method, some of the aspects involvecì

in the rnagnetic rnethod are reviewed in the following sections.

L.4 Magnetic studies

Since the first scientific investigation of the earth's rnagnetic fielcl by Sir Williarn

Gilbert (1540-1603), rnagnetic studies have become a major branch of geophysics.

The use of moclern airborne and spacecraft magnetorneters has perrnittecl rapicl ac-

quisition of large volurnes of rnagnetic data. The acquisition of rnagnetic data is quite

inexpensive as colnpared to other geophysical rnethods such as seismic and gravity.

Because magnetic clata reflect rock cornposition ancl geologic structure, the maguet-

ic rnethocl is an attractive tool for both reconnaissance ancl detailed explolation for

rninerals anc{ petroleum on the one hancl ancl, on the other, the general investigation
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of the rnagnetic nature of the crust.

The following physical quantities are the parameters involved in rnagnetic stuclies.

The units of tlie quantities, usecl throughout this thesis, confonn to the SI units.

However, c{ue to the continued use of the cgs-emu system, the inter-relations between

the two systerns is given where necessary. Parkinson (1983) gives cletails pertaining

to tlie outlinecl pararneters.

Magnetic force i

The rnagnetic force i acting on a circuit 51 carrying a current 11 in the vicinity of

circuit ,92 carrying current 12 is given by

i: fftt, I fr-3is, x (d1, x i) (1 1)

wh.ere f is the position vector of dir relative to dlz. The above fortnula is true only

in vacuurn or in the absence of rnagnetic materials. dlr, d12 and 7'are lneasur-ed in

meters (-), I, and 12 are measured in amperes (A) and f is in newtons (N). The

constant of proportionality, ¡lo ( called the perrneability of free space), is chosen to

lrave the value of 4r x 10-7 henry/meter (Hm-l).

In the cgs-emu system, the force between two magnetic poles of strength pl arld

pz, locatecl r centimeters apart is given by

PtPz rF- 0.2)
tt 13

F is the force on p2 in dynes. Ë is a vector directed from p1 toward p2. ¡; is the

magnetic permeability of the rnaterial ancl is clirnensionless in the cgs-ernu systetn.

Magnetic field (magnetic field intensity) H

The rnagnetic fielcl intensity is expressecl as the effect on circuit ^92 due to the

plesence of a magnetic fielcl;

È: lr, 6 
dszJ< i

+it J 7'"
(1 3)
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The SI units of É i, urop"re turn/rneter. In the cgs-emu systetn, the rnagnetic field

intensity is given as

É,: F : fia-,.
Pz [Lr"

The units of IÏ' in this system is given in oersteds or in dynes per unit pole.

Magnetization (or Intensity of Magnetization) ú

(1 .4)

If a rnagnetic rnaterial is present, a vector M must be adcled to H in equation

(1.3). ú i.. rneasure of the effect of the induced ancl rernanent magnetization ancl

its SI units is the ampere/rneter (Arn-l). Magnetization in the cgs-ernu systern is

defined in terrns of the magnetic moment rñ and the volume of the rnaterial. Given

two poles of strength *p and -p that are separated by a clistance /, the magnetic

clipole rnoment is

rÍ': lpf . (1 5)

rñ is in the direction of tlie unit vector f, ancl by convention extends frorn the negative

pole towarcls the positive pole. The rnagnetization in the cgs-ernu systeur is given by

ÏTì.M'-_
u

(1.6)

where u is the volurne of the material.

Susceptibility k

For those rnaterials ancl magnetic fielcl strengths for which the magnetization ú

is proportional to the rnagnetic fielcl intensity Ii, tlt" clegree to which the rnaterial is

magnetizecl is represented by its susceptibility k, which is clefined as

ú : kri.

In the cgs-emu system the susceptibility is clefined as

(1 7)

ñr' : lr'fr' (i .8)
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Ã. and k' are dimensionless but not equal. The susceptibilities in the two systerns are

related by the following equation:

li: : 4rk'. (1 e)

Magnetic induction (magnetic flux density) Ë

Magnetic incluction is proportional to the surn of Ii and ú, ancl

É : po(É + ú). (1.10)

The SI units of Ë ir th" tesla (T). In the cgs-emu systern, the magnetic induction is

given by

É' : Ltir' (1.11)

wlrere lt : I I 4rk'. The units of Ë' is the gauss. This rnakes the units of ¡-l

gauss/oersted. But since ¡; is dirnensionless, the gauss is equal to the oerstecl.

I¡ this thesis, the rnain rnagnetic field of the earth F" (the rnagnitude of É) ls

take¡ to be vertical and 60000 nT. The main field, together with other components,

constitute the magnetic fielcl of the earth that is observable at the earth's sulface.

1.5 The magnetic field of the earth

The magnetic field of the earth is divided into three parts. These are the rnain fielcÌ,

the external field ancl the lithospheric fielcl. The following subsections are a brief

clescription of tlie parts.

1-.5.1- The main field

The dorninant part of the rnain fielcl of the earth can approxirnately be represented

as the field of a clipole situatecl at the center of the earth with its magnetic rnornent
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vector pointing towards the geographic south pole. It is thought to be caused by

a system of currents in the outer core (Par-kinson, 1983). Figure 1.2 illustrates the

rnagnetic elernents that are required to clescribe cornpletely the tnain field at any point

at the surface of the earth. These elernents include the magnitucle of the field ,F, the

inclination (dip of the rnagnetic needle below the horizontal) 1, and the cleclination

(angle between the direction of the field and the geographic north direction) D. Other

useful elernents of tlie rnain field include the horizontal cornponent 11 and the verticai

cornponent Z. H has components X which is positive to the north direction arld Y

wlriclr is positive in the east direction. The inclination l is given by 1 : tan-7 (Z l H)

and tlre cleclination is given by D : tar¿-7(YlX). The points at whicli 1:90o ale

called the magnetic north and south dip poles respectively. The main field varies

slowly over time ancl has now been establisliecl to have reversed its polarity ûtarìy

tirnes (Mankinen et al., 1985; Prévot et al., 1985; Mankinen et al., 1987).

L.5.2 The external field

The external fielcl is a small portion of the earth's rnagnetic fielcl ancl has its origin

in the ionized parts of the upper atmosphere anc{ in the tnagnetosphere. The time

variations of the external field are more rapid than those of the rnain field. Frorn

the stanclpoint of magnetic surveys) the external fielcl is treated as noise and has to

be rernovecl frorn the magnetic survey observations. The external field cloes not foltn

part of this thesis ancl shall seldom be referrecl to.

1.5.3 The lithospheric field

The rnagnetic field oliginating frorn the lithosphere above the Curie isotherm (level

or surface below which a ferrornagnetic material loses it rernanence) is known as the

lithospheric fielcl. It arises from variations in the magnetic mineral content of rocks.
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The section below briefly clescribes the minelalogy which influences the uragnetizatiotl

of rocks.

1-.6 Rock magnetization

There are five basic types of uagnetization that occur naturally in minerals. These

are c{iamagnetism, paramagnetisrn, ferromagnetism, antiferrornagnetisrn ancl ferri-

rnagnetism. Tlie first two are related to the electron orbital rnotions and spins re-

spectively and are present only in a rnagnetic fielcl. Both are weakly rnagnetic and

are usually of little consequence in magnetic surveys. The retnaining three types of

magnetisrn are due to alignrnent of spins by exchange forces (Parkinson, 1983).

The natural tendency in a structure to rninirnize the total energy results in clomain

structures. Substances in which there are an equal nurnber of opposing spins that

cancel one another exactly are callecl antiferrotnagnetic. Ferrirnagnetic substances

have unequal nurnber of opposing spins yielcling a net rnoment. Antiferrornagnetic

rninerals sornetimes contribute to anomalies in that they often alter into ferrirnag-

netic products or interact with existing ferrimagnetic rninerals. The rnost important

magnetic rninerals are briefly cliscussed in the following section.

Alignrnent of electron spins is temperature dependent. At absolute zero of teur-

perature, perfect spin alignment is achieved. Above this temperatute, thermal energy

prevents perfect alignrnent. The higher the temperature the less perfect the align-

rnent. At a particular temperature, depending on the rnineral, the orderecl orientation

of the electron spins become disordered. At this temperature, ferrimagnetisrn clisap-

pears ancl the substance becomes paramagrìetic. This ternperature is called the Curie

point or Curie temperature.

A rnineral's physical size also influences its magnetic ciraracter. At the atomic
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level, the exchange energy is rninimized by tlie alignment of clipoles. On a larger

scale, it requires increasing energy to maintain a large nurnber of free aligned clipoles.

In order to achieve balance the rnineral is segregatecl into discrete dornains having

internally consistent directions but externally opposing directions. The net result

is tliat a large (multi-clornain) ferrimagnetic grain rnay have only a weak overall

rnagnetization whereas a very srnall (single cÌornain) grain rnay have a rnuch higher

magnetization (Evans and McElhinny, 1969).

1.6.1- Magnetic minerals

The rnagnetic rninerals that are of importance in rnagnetic prospecting and explo-

ration are the oxicles of iron, titanornagnetites ancl sorne iron sulphides. Of the sul-

phicle minerals, phyrrotite is the most irnportant rnineral. Figure 1.3 shows a ternary

diaglarn of the most irnportant non-sulphide rnagnetic minerals. These minerals are

discussed by Evans and McElhinny (1969) and Parkinson (1983). Within the FeO -

TiO2 - FezOs ternary systern, the irnportant solution series are ihnenite (FeTiO3) -

lreniatite/maghemite (a-Fe2)sf 1-Fe2O3) and (Fe2TiO¿) - rnagnetite (Fe3Oa). Com-

monly, there is a wicle range of intermediate titaniferous compositions with rnagnetiza-

tions ancl Curie ternperatures clecreasing with increasing Ti content. The *2 valence

encl members ihnenite and ulvospinel, and *3 valence encl rnernber hernatite are alL-

tiferromagnetic and generate no rnagnetic anornalies. On the other hand, the *2, *3

mixecl valence end menber rnagnetite (titanomagnetite) ancl the short compositional

lange in ilmenite-hernatite are ferrirlagnetic. These are the tninerals responsible for

generating crustal anomalies.

Temperature clepenclent processes cause rnineral alterations that result in the

change of the rnagnetic nature of the original rock. In reviewing the processes, Ban-

brick (1984) lists four rnagnetic rnineralogy changes resulting from differential cooling.
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These are:

(I) Ersolution. At ternperatures greater than 800"C, antiferromagnetic ancl ferri-

magnetic phases separate from a single phase of interrnediate composition ancl

nagnetic character. The ferrimagnetic rnaterial is typically magnetite.

(2) High temperature deuteric oridation. This is a non-equilibrium reaction result-

ing frorn clifferential cooling and subsequent irregular entraprnent of oxygen

from prirnary nìagrnatic water. It occurs at ternperatures greater than 600'C.

(3) Low temperature onidation The process occurs at ternperatures greatel than

500"C ancl results in the forrnation of rnaghernite frorn ulvospinel assemblages

upon diagenesis and subaerial alteration. The process is rnore cornrnorì ilt rnafic

rocks where tÌre relative abundance of Ti is higher.

(4) Metamorphism. This occurs at temperatures above 200"C ancl yielcls an overall

clegradation in magnetic characteristics clue to oxide minerals reacting with

other minerals to form arnphiboles) pyroxenes and phyllosilicates. In genelal,

rnetamorphisrn results in the forrnation of rninerals of low tnagnetizations aucl

hence a reduced uagnetic anomaly. However, selpentinization (a hydlothermal

process liy which Mg-rich silicates like olivine, arnphibole etc. are convertecl

to or replaced by serpentine) results in multi-clomain rnagnetite with high

magnetization.

It is clear from the above considerations that rnagnetic anomalies can arise frorn

a wicle variety of rock types ancl can significantly change frorn tirne to tirne clue

to rnany external factors. Considering the mineral content ancl the ambient fielcl,

clifferent rock magnetizations are obtainecl. The section below outlines the differ-ent

types of rnagnetization acquirecl by rocks.

10
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L,6.2 Remanent magnetization

The resiclual rnagnetisrn of a rock is known as the natural remanent rnagnetization

(NRM). There are a number of clifferent ways in which NRM is produced. These ale:

1 Therrnal remanent rnagnetizateoz (TRM). This is the tnagnetization acquirecl

when a uagnetic material is coolecl through the Curie point in the pleseuce of

the earth's fielcl. This form of rnagnetization is stable and is the mairt process

for the residual rnagnetization of igneous rocks.

2 Detrital rernanent magnetization (DRM). This tnagnetization is also known as

depositional rernanent magnetization. It is acquirecl by secliments containing

grains that have retnanelLce as they settle in the water iri the presence of the

earth's rnagnetic field.

3 Viscous remanent magnetizateoz (VRM). This is the form of rnagnetization

acquired as a cumulative effect after a long exposure to an ambient fielcl.

4 Chemical remanent magnetizatioz (CRM). As a result of chernical action, CRM

is acquired during growth or recrystallization of rnagnetic minerals (especial-

ly cluring metarnorphisrn) at ternperatures below Curie ternperatures in the

presence of an ambient field.

11
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Figure 1.3: Temary cliaglarn

Ternary diagrarn showing the most irnportant magnetic rrinerals (frorn Parkinson, 1983).
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Chapter 2

PREVIOUS WORK

Weber ancl Roots (1990) have given an exhaustive review of all the geological and

geophysical exploration of the Arctic basin. Most of the bathyrnetric, gravity, seismic,

heat flow ancl sorne rnagnetic clata were taken frorn floating ice stations. The use

of aircraft ancl satellites has trernenclously increasecl the arnount of magnetic clata

acquired in the region. Aircraft have done the same for gravity data. Bathymetric

clata were also taken by submarines. Geological data are still few and are lirnited

in areal coverage. The available data are drill ancl gravity sediment cores ancl a few

bedrock samples dredgecl from the ocean floor. The following section is a summar-y

of the geological and geopliysical infonnation on the Alpha ancl Mendeleev Riclges.

2.L Physiography and bathymetry

Tlie Alpha and Mendeleev Ridges are the largest subrnarine rnountains in the Arctic

Ocean. Johnson et al. (1990), have presented a summaÌy of the bathyrnetry in the

region. Detailed but limitecl batliymetric soundings of Alpha Ridge were obtainecl

cluring the LOREX survey (Sweeney et al., 1982) ancl during the rnuliiclisplinary

15
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CESAR expedition (Weber and Jackson, 1985).

Figure 2.1 shows bathymetry of the Amerasia Basin. The Alpha Ridge stalts in

the vicinity of the Ellesrnere Island. It is separatecl frorn the island by a lelatively

srnooth trough which is between 1500 and 2000 rn cleep. The crestal region of the

riclge is clelineatecl by the 2000 rn isobath. The ridge stlikes in a predorninantely

east-west direction frorn the vicinity of the island to approxirnately 165"W longitucle,

spanning a length of about 1000 km. Its width averages around 360 krn. It is broaclest

near the Ellesrnere Islancl where it reaches 800 km. It is narrowest near 80'N, 180"W

and the width in this vicinity is about 250 krn. In cross-section, the ridge is roughly

symmetrical (Figure 2.2). Superirnposecl on and striking parallel to the rnain ridge

are a series or chains of topographic liighs ancl clepressions (Hall, 1973; Weber ancl

Jackson, 1985). Sorne of the structures on the riclge were iclentifiecl to be searnounts.

The shallowest point on the riclge is 1169 rn. At about 83'N, 180oW, the riclge is

deepest. This depression is known as the Cooperation Gap (see Figure 2.6a). At

Cooperation Gap, Alpha Ridge joins with or is continuous with the southsouth-east

striking Mendeleev Ridge. The Mencleleev Ridge connects with the continental tnar-

gin of Sil¡eria in the vicinity of Wrangel Islancl. Like the Alpha Ridge, the Mendeleev

Ridge is similarly segrnented by clepressions and topographic highs that are parallel

to the ridge.

2.2 Geological data

Tlie only beclrock samples ever recoverecl frorn Alpha Riclge are 20 samples clreclged

from the bottorn of a rnajor ciepression on the ridge during the CtrSAR expedition

(Van Wagoner ancl Robinson, 1985). Cornprehensive analysis of the samples has been

done by Van Wagoner et al. (1986). The samples are found to be cornposecl of

volcanic clasts of alkalic basalts. Textural interpretation of the samples suggest that

r6
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the clasts were a result of volcanic eruption in relatively shallow water. The alkalic

afflnity of the beclrock lecl to the suggestion that the Alpha Riclge is formecl frorn

an intra-plate tectonic setting and rules out its forrnation by volcanic activity at an

islancl arc, a rnature spreading center or a fractule zone (Van Wagoner et al., 1986).

In addition to the beclrock sarnples, 28 gravity and drill sediment cores were ob-

tainecl during the CtrSAR expedition (Muclie ancl Blasco, 1985). The cores containecl

siliceous fossil forms that are well preservecl. The well-preserved state of the fossils

together with results of textural anc{ geochemical analysis of the sediments suggest

that the eastem part of Alpha Ridge was forrned l¡efore 80 to 40 million years ago

(Mudie et al., 1986).

2.3 Geophysics

Only a lirnitecl arnount of ground geophysical work has been clone in the Arnelasia

Basin clue to tlie prevailing harsh colcl climatic conditions. Thus geothertnal ancl

seismic clata which are collectecl from the surface of the water or floating ice are

sparse. Gravity ancl rnagnetic data on the other hancl are relatively abundant because

they are rernotely collected by aircraft and spacecraft. The following sections are a

review of the available geophysical information.

2.3.L Seismic data

Seismic reflection data over the Alpha and Mendeleev Ridges have been reported by

Hall (1973) anci Jackson (1985). The sediment cover on the ridges is found to be

layered ancl is rnostly flat lying or conforrnalile to basernent structures. The thickness

of the secliments is less than 1 km. A thicker sequence of less regularly beclded secli-

rnents occurs in the troughs. The most valuable seismic data has beeu the refraction

t7
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clata acquirecl cluring operation CESAR. Ray tlacing, arnplitucle rnocleling, and other

processing techniques were applied to this data. These processing rnethocls perrnittecl

the recognition of velocity gradients within layers ancl two-climensional structures.

Asucleh et al. (1988) have reported the results of tlieir analysis of the refraction cla-

ta. The results show that the basernent rnaterial immediately below the sedirnent

cover has a velocity ranging frorn 5.0 to 5.2 krns-1 at a clepth of only about 8 krn.

The velocity increases smoothly and rapidly to about 6.5 krns-l. Below this layer,

the velocities continue to increase relatively smoothly, reaching values of about 7.0

kms-1 at cleptli ranging frorn 14 to 19 krn. This layer also indicates lateral velocity

variations ranging frorn 6.45 to 6.8 kms-1 with both negative ancl positive veloc.ity

gradients. Below about 20 krn deptli, a ûlore laterally consistent velocity of 7.3 kms-l

is determined. Depth to rnantle-type velocities of about 8.0 krns-l ol rnore are not

well constrainecl. These velocities are found at clepths of 36 - 44 kni beneath crestal

regions of the northeastern ancl central Alplia Ridge and depths of 21 - 25 krl be-

neath the southeast flank facing Makarov Basin. Figure 2.3 shows a colurnn diagrarn

surnrnarizing the crustal structure of the northeast portion of the Alpha Riclge.

2.3.2 Gravity data

Gravity data over the Alpha and Mencleleev Riclge have been cliscussed by Vogt and

Ostenso (1970), Hall (1973), ancl Weber (1986). Figure 2.4 a-b show free air anomalies

over the eastern parts of Alpha Ridge. The gravity anornaly fields vary frorn 80 to

-50 rngal. The anornalies correlate witli the sea becl topography (Figure 2.5); high

anornaly values over the ridges and low values over the clepressions. This trend of

highs over riclges and lows over clepressions appear to extencl across the Mencleleev

Abyssal Plain to the Chukchi borclerland and the eastem part of the Mendeleev

Riclge (Sobczak et al., 1990). Over the continental margin (Figure 2.4a),, the gravity

18
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anornaly field is characterizecl by elliptically-shapecl positive anornalies of up to 60

urgal centerecl over the continental shelf breal<. These anornalies appeaï to be the

eastern continuation of positive elliptically-shaped anomalies located all along the

polar margins aricl may be traced along the 1000 rn isobath. The elliptically-shapecl

anomalies are a typical feature of passive continental rnargins and are believed to be

caused by the cornbined gravitational effect of the thickening of the secliments and

thinning of the crust across the rnargins (Weber, 1986). The implication for this

region of the Alpha Ridge is that the acljoining continental shelf appears to be a

normal passive inargin structurally not connected to the ridge. On a regional scale,

the anomaly field over the Alpha ancl Mencleleev Ridges is positive.

Figure 2.6b shows the gravity-clerivecl crustal structure of the Alpha Riclge. The

moclel is derivecl frorn CESAR gravity rneasureÍrents and is constrained by seisrnically

determined depths of 23 krn ancl 38 km, respectively (Forsyth et al., 1986a). The 23

krn depth is locatecl on the Alpha Ridge north flank at 52 and the 38 km cleptli is

at position 51 (Figure 2.6a). The observed free air anornaly is thus accountecl for by

the following structural layers. hnmediately beneath the sea water is a thin layer-of

sediments of up to 0.5 km thick with an aveÌage clensity of 2.0 Mgm-s. The seclirnent

layer overlies an upper crust of average density of 2.88 Mgrn-3 ancl a lower crust

of average clensity 3.04 Mgrn-3. The boundary between the upper ancl lower crust

occurs at a depth of about 26 krn. Below the 38 krn depth rnark, mantle densities of

3.17 Mgrn-3 ale encounterecl.

2.3.3 Magnetic data

The niagnetic anornaly fielcl, satellite and aeromagnetic, is tlie only geophysical pa-

rarneter in the Arctic that has been uniformly measurecl. Quantitative cornpilation

of the aerornagnetic data has however proved to be a forrnidable task. This is clue

19
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navigation, etc) ancl the

latitucles.

to the varying conditions of clata acquisition (flight altitude,

clifficulties of correction for ternporal field variations at high

Vogt et al. (1979), Taylor et al. (1981) and Vogt et al. (1982) have cliscussed

aeromagnetic clata from the Amerasia Basin. Figure 2.7 shows a zebra-strip aero-

rnagnetic map of the Arctic. The Eurasia Basin shows a lineated anomaly pattem

while the Arnerasia Basin does not. The Atlantic Geoscience Center (a Division of

the Geological Survey of Canacla), is currently involved in acquiring and merging data

sets from numerous organizations in orcler to create a digital data base of coherent

nragnetic observations (Macnab et al., 1992). Figure 2.8 shows one of the preliminary

magnetic representations of the Arctic. Frorn the figure, the anomaly over the Alpha

Ridge exhibits characteristics that are continental in nature unlike the lineatecl nature

exhibitecl by the Eurasia Basin ancl the North Atlantic Ocean. The anornaly over the

Alpha Ridge is also sirnilar to the one over Iceland which is an oceanic feature. This

suggests that the rnagnetic structure of Alpha Ridge is sirnilar to that of lceland.

Over tlie Alpha Ridge, the aerouagnetic anornaly amplitucles and wavelengths

are extrernely varialile. The largest arnplitudes, peak to trough, are 1000 nT ancl

over, while the smaller arnplitudes are about 100 nT or less (Vogt ancl Ostenso, 1970;

Taylor et al., 198i; Hall 1973). Anornaly wavelengths vary from 20 to 75 krn. The long

wavelength anornalies are strongly correlatecl to the bathymetry of the ocean bottom

(Figure 2.5). The high-arnplitude, short-wavelength anornalies associated with the

Alpha Riclge extencl into the Canada Basin. Some of the anornalies along both the

Alpha ancl Mendeleev ridges exhibit short lineated segments that are parallel to the

regional strike of the ridges (Taylor et al., 1981; Hall 1973). The lineations however

clo not reveal any consistent pattern of lineations such as would be expectecl for a

norrnal rnicl-ocean spreading center, whether active or clorrnant (Riddihough et al.

1975). The aeromagnetic data show that tlie Alpha Ridge basernent rocks below

the sediment cover are liighly magnetized (Vogt et a1., 1979). The magnetization
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varies frorn 20 to 30 Am-I. Kovacks and Vogt (1982) analysecl aeromagnetic data

for regional magnetic source clepth over the Canada Basin and founcl tliat the Alpha

Riclge appeared as a high in the calculated rnagnetic basernent topography while the

zone between the riclge ancl tlie Ellesmere Islarid appearecl as a low (Figure 2.9). The

regional magnetic source clepth analysis thus also show that the Alplia Riclge is not

connectecl to the Ellesrnere Island.

Analysis of satellite magnetic anornalies began with tlie reduction of the magnetic

data from the POGO satellite (Cain and Langel, i971). The POGO data were ob-

tained at altitudes ranging between 400 ancl 700 km. Basecl on the POGO data, Lan-

gel and Thorning (1982), and Langel (1990) have publishecl polar rnagnetic anomaly

rnaps. Ttre MAGSAT rnission was cledicated to the Ineasurernent of the near-earth

magneticfielcl (Langel et al., 1982). Since this thesis work also involves the mocleling

ancl interpretation of the MAGSAT data over Alpha Ridge, the MAGSAT mission is

cornprehensively covered in Chapter 5. Preliminary northern polar magnetic rnaps

from MAGSAT data have been published by Coles et al. (1982), Coles (1985), ancl

Haines (19S5b). The rnaps confirrn the rnajor features of the POGO maps ancl acld

more cletails in sorne areas. The maps show a very large satellite rnagnetic anotnaly

over the Alpha-Mendeleev ridge cornplex (see also Figure 5.1). The concept of a rnag-

netic province (Hall, i968) may be appliecl to this large anornaly ancl thus qualifying

the ridge cornplex to be a rnagnetic province.

In order to cornpare aerornagnetic and satellite magnetic data, Coles and Haines

(1979) and Langel et al. (1980), upward continued the aerornagnetic clata to an

altitucle of 500 krn. At this altitucle, the amplitucle over Alpha Riclge (about 12 nT)

from the two data sets is in good agreernent (Figure 2.10).
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2.3.4 Heat flow data

A consiclelable nurnber of heat flow determinations have been rnade in the Amerasia

Basin. On the Alpha ancl Mencleleev Ridges, heat flow rneasurernents have been

deterrnined by Lachenbruch et al., (i966), and recently during the multidisplinary

CESAR expeclition (Taylor et al., i986). Figure 2.11 shows the locations of the heat

flow values in the Amerasia Basin. Over rnuch of the length of Alpha and Mendeleev

Ridges, a mear] heat flow value of 49 t 3 mWrn-2 was obtainecl (Langseth et al.,

1990). This mean lieat flow value is significantly lower than that obtained for-the

Canada Basin (56 + 1.5 rnWm-2). Along the strike of Alpha Ridge heat flow values

show a tendency towarcls higher values eastwarcl. This suggests that the crust thins

eastwarcls. At the vicinity of Alpha Ridge - Ellesmere Island junction, tlie heat flow

values are anoûìalously higtr wittr a mean value of 72.5 rnWrn-2. This high heat flow

value indicates that the crust at this vicinity is thinnest thereby irnplying that the

riclge and the islands are different tectonic features.

2.3.5 Magnetotelluric (MT) data

The only available MT clata over the Alpha Ridge was collected during the CESAR

expeclition. The data has been processed and interpreted by Niblett et al. (1987).

Depth to tlie ocealì bottorn agreecl reurarkably well with the known bathymetry. The

thickness of the sediments was cleterrnined to be 100 m. This result is in agreement

with that obtained frorn seismic clata. Below the sedirnent layer, the MT clata levealed

that the Alpha Riclge lithosphere is hornogeneous ancl extends to a clepth of 70-85

krn.
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2.4 lr[ature, origin and age

The nature, origin and age of the Alpha/Mendeleev Riclge cornplex is still a subject

for debate. Thus a wicle variety of rnoclels have been proposecl to explain the nature

of tlie riclge cornplex. Prior to CESAR ancl the refinement of previous clata, the r-icìge

complex hacl been suggestecl to be:

1. Of continental origin (King et al., 1966; Sweeney et al., 1982; Taylor et al.,

1e83).

A result of hotspot activity (Vogt et al., 1979; Vogt et al., 1982).

An extinct spreacling riclge (Vogt ancl Ostenso, 1970; Hall, 1973; Ostenso ancl

Wolcl, 1977).

4. A forrner islancl arc or subcluction region (Heron et al., 1974).

Results frorn the analysis of CESAR clata ancl the refinernent of satellite ancl aerornag-

netic clata has greatly irnproved the number of constraints imposed on the evolution

of the Alpha ancl Mencleleev Ridges. Cornparison of geological ancl geophysical data

frorn the ridge cornplex with clata from other crustal blocks has also contributecl in

understanding the riclge cornplex.

Gravity and bathymetric results flom CESAR confirrn earlier suggestions clerived

florn depth-to-rnagnetic basement calculation that the Alpha Ridge is not structurally

connected to North America (Weber', 1986). This evidence casts furthel doubt as

to the continental nature of Alpha Ridge. The basernent material of the riclge on

whicli the sedirnent covel was clepositecl is detennined to have a velocity of 5.3 krns-l

(Forsyth et al., 1986a; Asucleli et al., 1988). Inspite of the layer being thicker than

the usual oceanic layer.'-Z, tlie velocity of 5.3 kms-1 is typical of this layer (Jackson et

al., 1986). Below the 20 km depth, Alpha Ridge has a layer of between 10 to 16 krn

o.)L,)
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thick that has a laterally consistent velocity of 7.3 krns-l. TÌris velocity is diagnostic.

of all plateaus believecl to be forrnecl of oceanic crust (Callson et al., 1980). Heai

flow values from the Alpha ancl Mencleleev Ridges point to a crust that is not purely

continental in nature. The heat flow values for continental (shielcls ancl platforrns)

ancl nonnal oceanic crusts are respectively 38-44 and 66 mWm-2 (Bott, 1982). The

average heat flow value of 49 rnWrn-2 over the two riclges is lower than the values

cleterrninecl for the adjacent Canacla Basin (about 56 rnWrn-2) but largel than for a

purely continental fragrnent (Taylor et al., 1986).

All ttre eviclence so far considered point to the oceanic affinity of the Alpha and

Mendeleev Riclges. Comparisons of the riclges to other crusts in other locations witll

oceanic affiniiies have been rnacle to reinforce the oceanic origin of the riclges. The

urorphology of the Manihiki plateau, whicli is an oceanic plateau, has striking sirni-

lalities to that of the Alpha Riclge (Jackson et al., 1986). Seisrnic refraction studies

show that the Alpha Ridge crustal structure is very similar to that of Icelancl and

the Ontong-Java Plateaus (Forsyth et al., 1986b). In Figure 2.12 the Alpha Ridge

is cornpared with continental crustal sections (2.12b) and with thick oceanic crusts

(2.I2a). Although Alpha Ridge is similar in some aspects to both categories, the

evidence presentecl earlier points to its character being oceanic in nature. The sim-

ilarities between Alpha Ridge and Iceland and the series of large satellite anomalies

traceable frorn the ridge to Iceland leacl Forsyth et al. (1986b) to suggest that both

the Alpha Ridge and lceland crustal blocks are a product of the same hotspot activity.

If the Alpha and Mendeleev Ridge are oceanic in nature ancl a therrnal origin

is assumecl, the time of their formation can be estimated frotn rnagnetic measure-

rnents plus studies basecl on heat flow rneasurernents, biostratigraphy and palynology

of sedirnent cores recovered cluring CESAR. The strong, tnainly positive magnetic

anomalies over the ridges indicate that they forrned during an interval dorninatecl

by norrnal geomagnetic polarity. Two canclidate tine spans within the Cretaceous
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period seem likely for the forrnation of the ridges: 122-84 and 80-72 Ma (Weber anci

Sweeney, 1990). Frorn Ìreat flow-versus-sediment thickness curves, a crustal age of

between 60 ancl 120 Ma is obtained (Langseth et al., 1990). Paleontological stuclies

inclicate that the retrievecl shallow sea-bed samples frorn CESAR are late Carnpanian

(about 78 Ma) in age (Muclie et al., 1986). The cornbinecl age constraints therefore

seern to place the formation of the Alpha ancl Mencleleev Riclges within the Cretaceous

nornral polarity Superchrou between about I22 and 84 Ma.

Heat flow values versus sediment thickness curves also indicate that the Canacla

Basin was forrned at the same time as the Alpha and Mendeleev Ridges (Langseth

et al., 1990). The higher heat flow values in the Canada Basin is attributecl to

radioactive heat production in the thick sediments in the basin. The greater thickness

of crust below the Alpha Ridge, together with the eviclence that the age of the ridge

is comparable to the Canacla Basin, support the hypothesis that the Alpha (and

Mencleleev) Riclge was fonnecl as an aseisrnic riclge by an anornalously high rnagma

generation at a hotspot on the spreading center that forrned the Arnerasia Basin in

a rnanner analogous to the formation of the Faroes Island-Greenland Ridge at the

Iceland hotspot (Forsyth et al, 1986b).

The information reviewed in this chapter points to the oceanic natule of the Alpha

Riclge, ancl that it likely fonned due to hotspot activity during the Cretaceous periocl

of normal geornagnetic polarity. This inforrnation is irnportant ancl shall fomr part

of the basis of mocleling aerornagnetic and MAGSAT clata frorn the ridge.
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Figule 2.1: General bathyrnetry

Map showing ihe general bathyuetry of the Amerasia Basin ancl the location of
A\>ha Riclge (frorn Taylor, 1983).
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ALPHA RIDGE

CANADA
aaslt

Figure 2.2: Cross-section of Alpha Ridee

Top: Echogram.s froin the Unitecl States nuclear submarines Skate ancl Seaclragon
that sailecl frorn the North Pole along the 135"W rnericlian. Bottorn: Bathymetric
profile coml>ilecl frorn echogram clata frorn Skate (From Weber,1986).
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Cretaøu muioo rcl@ic Mks 6.1

Creataceous marine volcanic rocks

Oceanic crust - layer 3

8.2

Figure 2.3: Seismic structure of Alpha Ridge

The subsurface structure of the of Alpha Riclge as delineated by seismic data. The
lr.rlrr.bers are tlìe P-wave velocities in kms-]. The layers are interpreted by Grantz
et al. (1990b).
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Figure 2.4: Free-air gravity anornalies

'

a: Anornalies north of Ðllesrnere Island ancl b: Anornalies over the nortir eastern
Aþha Riclge. The gravity m.easurernents are in rngal (frorn Weber ancl Sweeney,
iee0).
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MAGNETIC .å,NOM.4LY (¡T )

Figure 2.5: Correlation of rnagnetic and gravity clata with baihyrnetry

The figures shows the correlation of magnetic ancl free-air gravity anornalies over
a section of A\>ha Ridge. The anomaly iows correspond to to1>ographic lows ancl

the highs corresponcl to the topographic highs (from Weber, 1986).
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Figure 2.6: Aìpha Ridge gravity structule

a: Map showing profiles AG' - AG, CG' - CG and LG' - LG indicate locations of
gravity proflles, ancl b: gravity density modei across Alpha Ridge, Makarov Basin

and the Lomonosov Ridge along above profiIes (from Weber, 1986).
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'ia

Figure 2.7: Arctic Basin aeromagnetic signature

a: Resiclual (zebra-strip) magnetic anornaly i>attern from aerornagnetic surveys
over the Arctic Ocean. The anomalies over the Eurasia Basin are liueated while
there is iittle or no lineations over the Amerasia Basin. b: Sirnplifiecl map of the
Arctic corresponding to the area over which the anomalies are taken (from Vogt
et al., 1982).
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Figure 2.8: Preliminary aeromagnetic derivative map

The rnap shows a plot of the first clerivatives of aeromagnetic data over the the
Arctic Ocean and the surrounding lancl nlasses. The irattern of the plottecl clata
over Alpha Ridge (region markecl A) is continental (not lineated). The anomaly
is sirnilar to the lc.elancl anornaly (region rnarkecl I). The Eurasia Basin ancl the
North Atlantic Ocean are lineatecl, exiribiting ty1>ical spreacling ocean floors (frorn
Mcnab et al, 1992).
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Figure 2.9: Estirnatecl clepth to rnagnetic basement

Estirnated clepth to rnagnetic source over Alpha Riclge, Makarov Basin, ancl areas

lorth of Ellesmere Islands. The lines L - L show a group of highs along the crestal

region of Alpha Riclge. The line C - C is the group of lows north of Ellesmere

Island cliscussecl in the text (from Kovacks ancl Vogt, 1982)'
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Figule 2.10: Comparison of Alpha Ridge satellite and aerornagnetic data

a: Average scalar rnagnetic anomaly from POGO at 500 lcm altitucle ancl b: aero-
magnetic data ripward-continuecl io the altitucle of 500 krn. The two a¡or¡aly
rnaps are in good agreement (frorn Langel et a1., ig80).
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Figure 2.11: Map of heat flow measurernents

Map showing the heat flow values in the Amerasia basin. The values are codecl
to inclicate the range in mWrn-2. Traingle are less than 40, circles range frorn
40 to 60, squares range from 60 to 80 and solicl circles are greater than 80 (from
Langseth et al., i990).
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Figure 2.12: Alpha Riclge, continental ancl oceanic structures

Comparison of Alpha Riclge seisrnic crustal structure within thick oceanic (a) and
continental (ìr) crusts. The values inclicate crustal velocities in kms-1. Alpha
Riclge is similar to both íyp", of crtist (from Jackson et al., 1986).
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Chapter 3

THE MAGNETIC CRUST

The residual rnagnetic anornalies observecl at the earth or near-earth surface are

causecl by magnetic minerals already reviewed in Chapter 1. Above their Curie tem-

peratures, the minerals lose their magnetism. The heat required to achieve Curie

temperatures emanate from crustal radiogenic sources (80%) plus a contribution

(20%) frorn intemal heat from accretion, core forrnation, etc. Thus, depending on the

allount of lieat available, the clepth at which Curie temperatures are achievecl varies.

The crust above the Curie level or surface is henceforth referred to as the rnagnetic

crust. Sorne investigators have taken the Molio as the Curie level in the mocleling of

continental magnetic crusts (Wasilewski et al., 1979; Mayhew, 1979). This criterion

was used by Taylor (1983) in rnodeling the Alpha Ridge satellite rnagnetic anoma-

ly. However, since the Curie ternperature deterrnines the thickness of the magnetic

crust, the Curie surface rnay occur below or above tlie Moho. In this chapter the ap-

proxitnate Curie level beneath the Alpha-Mendeleev Riclge complex and the acljacent

Canacla and Makarov Basins is cleterminecl. The resulting estirnate of magnetic crust

thickness is then used in mocleling both Alpha Ridge satellite and aerornagnetic data.
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3.L Simple heat flow model

The deterrnination of sub-surface ternperature clistribution by extrapolating heat flow

values rneasurecl at the earth surface to some depth has been cliscussecl by Lachenbruch

(1970), Õerrnák (1975) and Rao and Jessop (1975). In acldition to the heat flow values,

the cleterrnination requires the knowledge of the layers that constitute the magnetic

crust, the thennal concluctivities of tlie layers, and the heat production within the

layers.

Figure 3.1 shows a simple rnodel for heat flow ancl heat production of a mag-

netic layer. Assuming steacly state conclitions, the following sirnplified general heat

equation is usecl to rnodel the ternperature-clepth relations (Õennák, 1975).

39

*u#,--H (3.1)

(3.2)

where

7: ternperature (K),

Ã. : thermal conductivity rnWrn-1K-1 ancl

f1 : heat production (mWm-3).

The solution of equation (3.1) is given by

where

kQ - ru) : Q,ç - z.) - lrt - z,),

71, : temperature at the surface of layer (K),

7¿ : temperature at the bottorn surface of ìayer (K),
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Zu : depth to the upper surface of layer (m),

Zt : depth to the bottorn surface of layer (rn),

Q, : the heat flow observed at the surface of layer (mWm-2) and

8¿ : the heat flow extrapolatecl at clepth Z¡ (n'tWm-').

The following parameters are cleterrninable at the surface; the temperature 7u,

tlre lreat flow value Qu, a:nd the thickness of a layer Z¿. The concluctivity ,4, is not

easily determined especially for deeper layers ancl often has to be estimatecl on the

lrasis of the expected geology. Using equation (3.2), the temperature at depth Z¿ is

given by

40

rt : ru - !a.Ø, - z,) - #rt, - z.)' (3 3)

ancl the heat flow Ç¿ is calculated from

Qt: Q, - Ø, - Z")H (3 4)

For a rnultiple layer crust, the temperature ?¿ frorn equation (3.3) is used as the

ternperature (8") at the surface of the next layer and the new heat flow value at this

surface is given by Qt.Thus in a sirnilar manner, the temperatures can be calculated

for any arbitralily layered model representing the earth's crust and composed of a

number of layers such as sedimentary, granitic, basaltic, etc.
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ocean ridge layering3.2 Oceanic, continental and

This section is a review of the crustal layering beneath ocearìs) in continents ancl in

ocean ridges.

3.2,L Oceanic crust

The structure of the ocean crust is well understood frorn the various seisrnic refraction

and rnagnetic anomaly studies (Bott, 1982; Banerjee, 1984). Beneath the ocean floor,

the crust is cornposed of three layers that lie above the Moho. Layer 1 is composed of

unconsoliclated sedirnents. The average thickness of this layer is about 0.4 krn. Layer

2 extencls from below the seclirnents to a depth of about 2 km. The layer inclucles

pillow lavas (layer 2A) and doleritic sills and sheeted clikes (layer 28). The third layer

in the structure is gabbroic and is further divided into layers 3A and 38.

3.2.2 Continental crust

Whereas an oceanic crust is rernarkably uniforrn in structure ancl thickness, the cou-

tinental crust is varied ancl much more cornplex in structure. Away frorn rnountain

ranges, the average thickness of a continental crust is about 35 to 40 krn. Young folcl-

ed mountain ranges reach some 70 to 80 krn in thickness. On the basis of geophysical

clata such as gravity and seisrnic, the continental crust is petrologically cliviclecl inio

an upper ancl a lower crust (Bott, 1982). The upper crust is suggestecl to be a layer of

intermediate rnetarnorphic roclcs containing granitic intrusions which grade down to

a nìore felsic migrnatitic zone. The lower crust on the other hancl is thouglit to con-

sist of a heterogeneous rnixture of high gracle rnetamorphic and subordinate igneous

rocks. Seisrnic studies conducted in Europe and Canacla show that the continental

crust rnay have up to 7 layers (Berry ancl Mair, 1980). Frorn the surface clownwarcls,
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the layers include secliments, crystalline basement, laccolitliic zone, rnigrnatitic zone,

arnphibolites, granulites and ultrarnafics.

3.2.3 Oceanic ridge crust

Some ocean regions are underlain by anornalously thick crust. The best known regions

are lceland-Faeroe, Maniliiki, Hess, Magellan ancl Shatsky Plateaus (Jackson et a1.,

1986). Seismic studies show that these Icelandic types of crust rnay be clividecl into

two or three layers (Bott, 1982). Beneath the lceland-Faeroe Ridge, the Moho is founcl

at a clepth of 30-35 km, a depth comparable to that beneath the continents. The crust

itself is dividecl into three layers. Tlie upper two layers are formecl by lava flows which

outcrop at the surface and are associated with rninor intrusive rocks. These layers

ale legarded as a thick representative of oceanic layer 2, ancl the thickness reaches a

depttr of 7-9 krn. The thircl layer is is inferred to be oceanic layer 3 (Boti, 1982).

3.3 Alpha Ridge crust

The heat flow values and crustal layering used for rnodeling the magnetic crust be-

neath the Alpha Riclge ancl the Canada and Makarov Basins were obtainecl from

previous studies. The heat flow values used are obtainecl frorn Figure 2.11. The val-

ues are heat flow averages for the locations CESAR, A1 - 4, CB1, CB3 ancl LOREX

ancl are sumrnarizecl in Table 3.1. The crustal layering of Alpha Ridge ancl Canacla

and Makarov Basins is based on the interpretation of Grantz et al. (1990b). For

Alpha Ridge the first layer is composecl of sediments. Oceanic layers 2 ancl 3 are

rnarine volcanics and gabbros respectively. Table 3.2 surnrnarizes the crustal layers

and tlie respective thicknesses in krn for the ridge and the basins.
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3.4 Magnetic crust determination

Õerrnák and Rybach (1982) have cornpilecl thennal properties of minerals ancl rocks.

Heat production of each of the crustal layers for the Alpha Ridge ancl the Canacla

and Makarov Basins are estimated frorn the compilation and are shown in Table

3.3. The therrnal conductivity of the seclirnent layer obtainecl frorn CESAR results is

1.3 x 103rnWrn-lK-l. Theconductivitiesof therestof thelayersaleassulnecltobe

equal to 2.5 x 103 rnWm-IK-l. The sea bottorn temperature used in the calculation,

deternrined during the CESAR expedition,is -0.42o C. Using these known parametels

and equations (3.3) and (3.4), the ternperature at various depths is cornputed.

Figure 3.2 shows a plot of ternperature velsus clepth for the A1-4 heat flow values.

The rnagnetic crust is estimatecl using the Curie ternperature of magnetite (550" C).

This ternper-ature is chosen because it gives the rnaximurn possible thickness of the

rnagnetic crust. From the figure, the depth at which the ternperature of 550"C is

reached is 36 krn below the ocean bottorn.

Similar processing is done for CESAR and the Makarov (LOREX) arid Canacla

(CB1,CB3) Basins. The results for all the deterrninations ale summarizecl in Ta-

ble 3.4.

The results show that for Alpha Ridge, the Curie level is within layer-3 and varies

from 28 km (for CESAR) below the ocean bottorn to about 36 krn (for A1-4). The

difference in the Curie levels inclicates that the Curie surface for Alpha Riclge as a

whole is not a flat surface. In some areas of the ridge, tlie Curie level is shallower

than in others: a situation sirnilar to having an undulate topography.

The Curie levels for the Canada ancl Makarov Basins vary frorn 18 to 23 km

below the ocean bottom. These levels are shallower than the Aìpha Riclge levels.

This shoulci be expectecl since the rnantle arid therefore higher ternperatures is found

at shallower clepth beneath the oceans.
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Verba et al. (i990) include the Curie level for Alpha Riclge ancl the Canacla ancl

Makarov Basins in their surnrnary of the Arctic geopliysic.s. The Curie level for Alpha

Riclge is found at a clepth of about 25 km below the sea level. The level is more shallow

than that deterrnined in this chapter. It rnay be attributecl to the interpretation of the

crustal layering of the ridge. In this chapter the layering of the crust is as interpretecl

by Grantz et al. (1990b). The shallow Curie level in the summary of Verba et al.

(1990) coulcl be for an area where the Curie surface is rnuch shallower than for the

rest of the riclge.

In their surnrrary, Verba et al. (1990) give a Curie level of about 20 km below the

sea level for the Canacla ancl Makarov Basins. The result is in agreernent with the

one deterrnined in this chapter. This is rnost likely due to interpreting the oceanic

layering in the sarne way as is done in this chapter.
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Figure 3.i: One-clitneusional heat flow moclel

One-dimentional ternperature-cle1>th moclel. T,, and Q,, respectively denote the
temperature ancl heat flow at the surface of the layer. 2,, is the clepth to ihe layer
surface. At the bottom of the layer,, these are repevtively T¡, Q¡ ancl Z¿. The heat
procluc.tion of the layer is H.
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Table 3.1: Table of heat flow values

Heat flow values in the Amerasia Basin used. for the Curie level calcualtions. The
regions where the measurements are taken from are shown in Figure 2.11. The
values (in rn\Mrn-2) are compiled from Langseth et a1., 1990.

Region Mean Lat., N Mean Lon., W Heat Flow
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ALPHA RIDGE

Al-4 94"45t r29'55t 48.6
CESAR 95"50', 108"40', 56.0

MAKAROV BASIN

LOREX 88'32', 150'

CANADA BASIN

60.0

CB1
CB3

90"36' 137"16', 55.0
82022', 757"40t 67.2
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Table 3.2: Layer thicknesses of Alpha Ridge crust

Surnnr.ary of crustal layer thicknesses beneath the
Basins. The thicknesses are in km (compiled from

47

Aþha Ridge and the Makarov
Grantz et al., 1990b).

LAYER CANADA BASIN ALPHA RIDGE MAKAROV BASIN

Seclirnents

Oceanic layer 2

Marine volcanics

Oceanic layer 3

5.7

1.5

0

5.7

0.67

0

22.7

13.8

3.84

0

0

5.77
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Table 3.3: Heat productions

Heat procluctions of the various rock types, in mWm-3 (compiled from Õermák

and Rybach, 1982).

LAYER HEAT PRODUCT]ON
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Sediments

Oceanic layer 2

Marine volcanics

Oceanic layer 3

1.5

0.63

0.63

0.33
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TEMPEBÊTURE_DEPTH CUBVE

I*þ6.."¡ic layer 3-l
2q. 00 32. 00

DEPTH IKM)

Figure 3.2: Ternperature-deptir profile of Alpha Ridge crust

Ternperatu.re-depth relationship beneath Aþha Ridge calculated using A1-4 heat
fl.ow values (see Table 3.1). The rnagnetite Curie temperature of 550o C is deter-
minecl to be at the 36 km depth.
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Table 3.4: Curie level approximation

Depth to the curie level (in km) beneath the Makarov and Canada Basins and the
Alpha Ridge. Determinations of the curie level is discussed in the text.

REGION DEPTH

50

ALPHA RIDGE

A7-4
CESAR

MAKAROV BASIN

LOREX

CANADA BASIN

CB1
CB3

36
28

cìÐ
L¿

23

18
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AEROMAGNETIC DATA

4.L Area and data coverage

A cìiskette containing aeÌomagnetic data covering the eastern part of Alpha Riclge

was obtainecl from the Geophysical Division of the Geological Survey of Canada. The

dataconsistof theaeromagnetictotalfielddigitizedat anintervalof 2krn. Theareal

extent of the data is shown in Figure 4.1. The area coverecl extends frorn latitucles 83'

to 87'N, ancl frorn longitucles 90" to 141"W. The initial clata was acquired by diffelent

sources. In merging the initial clata sets, any cliscrepancies were empirically acljustecl

(Ricldihough et al., 1973). The corrected flight height is 3.5 krn above sea level.

The reference field used to derive the resicluals was the International Geomagnetic

Reference Fielct (IGRF). The cligitization of this clata set was cornpleted by the end of

August, 1989. By then, not all data sets hacl been mergecl ancl as a consequence, there

are large gaps in the rnap in which no data is available. Nonetheless, the available

clata provides significant inforrnation as to the nature of Alpha Riclge. The location

ancl sorne of the parameters of the gridcied data, together with the prograrn that

reacls the clata, ale provided in Appendix A. A copy of the data set rnay be obtained
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either frorn the Geophysical Division of the Geological survey of Canada or from the

Department of Geological Sciences at the University of Manitoba.

4.2 Examination of the raw data

The area covered by the aerorlagnetic data is located at very high latitudes (83" -
87'N). For such an area, reduction to the pole of the aerornagnetic data is not nec-

essary (Langel, 7974; Taylor, 1983). The areas on the tnap marked by light tones

inclicate features having positive rnagnetic anomalies while the dark tones inclicate

features having negative anornalies. The following characteristics are derived frorn

visual inspection of the raw data.

i. Features having positive magnetic anornalies are confined to a narrow zone of

about 270-300 km (between lines L1 and L2, Figure 4.2). This zone is along

the general trend of Alpha Ridge. There are smaller positive anornalies outside

the zone.

ii. The magnetic features are of various shapes and sizes. The srnall near circular'

positive anomalies are about 20 km in diameter while the elongated broacler

ones are about 80 km wicle and about 250 krn long. The positive anornalies

have an irregular to a sublinear pattern that trends west to southwest. There

is no clear pattern of alternating positive ancl negative anomalies as is seen at

active mid-ocean ridges.

iii. The anomaly amplitucles are extremely variable. Examination of eight profiles

(S1-S5 and W1-W3; see Figure 4.3) show tliat the highest auplitucles are

over the Alpha Ridge. These amplitudes reach some 1800 nT peak to trough
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while the srnallest are about 100 nT. The anomalies that flank Alpha Riclge

have very low amplitudes and are generally negative. To the north, the low

arnplitucle negative anomalies are over the Makarov Basin ancl to the south

and southwest, they are over Canada Basin.

4.3 Spectral analysis

Since tlie clevelopment of the fast Fourier transform by Goocl (1958) ancl its subsequent

moclifications by Cooley and Tukey (1965) and rnany others in the field of tirne series

analysis, the spectral representation of potential field data has gained an itnportant

role. The potential anomaly fielcl represents the composite effect clue to subsurface

sources of various wavelengths (Gupta and Rarnani, 1980; Darby and Davis, 1967 ).

The wavenurnber (frequency) representation of the potential field data is obtained by

taking the Fourier transform of the data. Tliis frequency representation is sirnple ancl

allows irnmecliate recognition of the characteristic harmonics. There are three rnain

categories in which the spectral representation has been applied to the potential field.

The first category involves the interpretation of single anomalies which are interpretecl

in terrns of a single homogeneous bocly by means of certain spectral characteristics.

Exarnpìes of tliis category are cliscussecl by Oclegard ancl Berg (1965), Bhattacharryya

(1966), Sharrna et at. (1970), Sengupta (I974), Collins et al. (1974), Bhattachalryya

ancl Leu (1977), Bhirnasankararn et al. (1977) just to mention a few. The seconcl

category involves the interpretation of anomaly assernblies which are interpretecl on a

statistical basis in which main features (e.g. the estmation of depth to the rnagnetic

basernent) are extracted from the average spectra. Examples of this second category

of potential data analysis have been dealt with by Spector and Grant (1970), Treitel

et al. (1971), Cassano and Rocca (1975), Hahn et al. (1976), Pedersen (1978), Wang

ancl Hansen (1990). The thircl category of potential fielcl spectral representation
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involves the speed of the fast Fourier transfonn and the ease with which complicatecl

operations in the space or time dornain become sirnple rnathernatical manipulations

in the wavenurnber or frequency dornain. Taking advantage of these simplifications in

the frequency domain are operations involving data filtering (Agarwal, 1968; Darby

ancl Davies 1967), upwarcl (clownward) continuation and calculation of clerivatives

(Agarwal, 1968; Gunn 1975), ancl the transformation of clata such as reduction to the

pole ancl conversion between components (Agarwal 1968; Gunn 1975; Lourenco and

Morrison, 1973; Roy ancl Aina,l986).

In this thesis the aerornagnetic clata were analyzed in the wavenumber domain

in order to exarnine the clorninant wavelengths of the lalge scale anornalies ancl i-

clentify wavelengths that constitute geological noise. Identification of wavelengths

constituting noise allows the separation of the magnetic anomalies clue to subsurface

sources from the noise. Filtering of tlie data may also give insight into the subsurface

clistribution of the sources.

The sarnpling interval of the aeromagnetic clata is 2 km. Based on the Nyquist

principle, the srnallest identifiable rnagnetic feature has a wavelength of 4 krn. This

wavelength is considerably smaller than the size of the rnagnetic anornalies over Alplia

Riclge, which are of the order of 15-270 km. In orcler to check that the spacing interval

thus chosen does not introduce aliasing at wavelengths greater than 4 km, power

spectra of the profiles were examined. If the energy does decrease such that at the

Nyquist wavelength there is little energy, it may be concluded that any aliasing or

folding back of energy is negligible.

The fast Fourier transfonn prograrns usecl in the analysis of the data are entirely

those clevelopecl by Agarwal (1968).
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4.3.L One-dimensional FFT analysis

The eiglrt profiles (extracted along S1-S5 ancl W1-W3; Figure 4.2) werc used in the

spectral analysis. First, linear trends were fitted to the profiles using a robust rnethod

(Press et al, 1986; also see Appendix B for for the program ). The robust rnethocl

perforrus better than least squares methods in the presence of geological ancl non-

gaussian noise (Silva and Cutrim, 1989). Figure 4.4 shows an exarnple of a profile to

which a linear trencl has been fitted using the robust rnethod (least squares fitting

is i¡cluded for cornparison). The trends fitted are characterized by srnall slopes of

up to about 1.0 nT/krn in rnagnitucle. The trends wete then subtracted frorn the

profiles. Subtracting a trend is in effect a filter operation in which long wavelength

effects are suppressed (Dobrin,1988), that is, operation reduces leakage from strong

spectral lines at long wavelength into short wavelength.

Having removed the trends, the eight profiles were then Fourier transfolmed. Fig-

ure 4.5 shows the relative amplitucle spectra. In aclclition to tlie eight profiles, sixteen

other profiles were subjectecl to trencl removal ancl Fourier transforrnation. In Figure

4.5, sorne of the profiles have dominant wavelengths that are easy to iclentify. The

clorninart wavelengths vary from 80 to 100 km. There are also a few spectral highs

at wavelengths of 15 and 45 krn. At shorter wavelengths of between 5-8 km, there

are a few spectral peaks. These peaks are either clue to cligitization, instrumental

ancl navigational errors or clue to the effects of topography ancl small scale geological

features such as very thin clikes ancl thus constitute noise that has to be removecl

before any further worlc is done on the data.

A better statistical examination of the signals is proviclecl by the po\¡/er spectra.

Here, the power spectra is estimatecl by averaging FFT r-esults from line S1-S5. The

average poweï spectra of the profiles is shown in Figure 4.6. Most of the energy is

concentratecl at wavelengtli of 100 km or greater. At shorter wavelength the energy
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falls very rapidly. Reaching the Nyquist wavelength of 4 km, the energy is about 5

orders of rnagnitude less than at 40 krn. It is therefore concluded that aliasing or'

folding back of the energy is negligible.

The power spectra show that the signal drops beneath the noise level at wave-

lengths less than about 8 krn. To reduce the effect of noise on the profiles, a high-cut

filter was applied to retain wavelengths greater than 8 km. Figure 4.7 shows a pro-

file in which a high-cut filter is usecl. Rernoval of wavelengths less than 8 krn leaves

signals that reflect the subsurface magnetic sources at depth. Exarnination of all the

profiles spectra show that there are no particular wavelengths at which signals from

the subsurface magnetic features are concentrated.

4.3.2 Two-dimensional FFT analysis

An atternpt was macle to apply a band-pass filter so as to isolate the magnetic features

of particular wavelengths. In particular, the application of a band-pass filter woulcl

reveal, if present, any lineations as is founcl in mid mid-ocean riclges. The aplication

of a wide variety of band-pass filters clicl not show any lineations.

The application of a high-cut filter suppresses noise ancl the effect of near surface

contributions. The application of a such a filter also give results sirnilar to upwarcl

continuation (Dobrin, 1988). By increasing the wavelength at which the anomalies

are cut, the equivalent in upwarcl continuation would be to observe the anomalies at

higher elevations. Thus the resulting anornaly field becornes broader as the signals

fi-orn the sources rìerge. Also, the arnplitudes of the signals are reduced.

Figure 4.8 is an extract from the original data to which several high-cut filters are

applied. The results of applying the various filters are shown in Þ-igure 4.9. Rernoval of

the average regional value (Figure 4.9a), which is equivalent to rernoval of a constant

in the case of profiles, cloes not provicle any new information as comparecl to the
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original clata (Figure 4.8). Rernovaì of wavelength of up to about 16 km (Figures

4.9b, 4.9c) show that the anornalies are still of the sarne dimension as at the near

surface. Noticeable changes clue to the mergirig of the anornalies start to show when

wavelength of up to 25 krn are cut-off (Figure 4.9d). The features become broacier

and recluced in arnplitude.

Subsequent filterecl clata (Figures 4.9e-h) for the Alpha Riclge region show that

the positive anomalies clominate at long wavelength. This is equivalent to saying

that positive anomalies dorninate when observed at higher elevations. This filtering

result shows Alpha Ridge may be a broad structure with numerous sources near- the

surface. Since cleep anomaly sources are more observable at higher elevations, the

sources of Alpha Ridge anomalies rnay be located at the deeper parts of the ridge. It

is also possible that near surface and cleeper sources all contribute to the Alpha Riclge

anornaly; the short wavelength components being due to shallow sources while the

long wavelength cornponents are due to cleeper and possibly rnore uniforrn sources.

4.4 Spectral analysis results

From the spectral analysis of clata, the following conclusions are derivecl.

i. There is little noise in the data, characterized by wavelength of up to 6-8 km.

This noise rnay be clue to cligitization, instrurnental ancl navigational errors or

clue to effects that c.an be attributecl to topography or srnall geological features

such as thin intrusives. The noise is not significant to spectral analysis results

at wavelengths greater than 8 krn.

ii. The wavelengths of most the anomalies vary from 80 to 100 krn. A few have

wavelength of 15 and 45 krn. This result shows that the subsurface magnet-
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ic sources are cornplex. These rnay be srnall, broacl, near surface ancl cleep

sources.

iii. Positive anomaiies become dominant at higher elevations (e.g. when wave-

length cornponents greater than 25 krn are rernoved) over the Alpha Riclge.

The dorninance of tlie positive anomalies is due to the merging of anotnalies

when observecl at higher elevations. The amplitucle of the resulting anonalies

are recluced.
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Figure 4.1: Aeromagnetic rnalr

Map showing the area covered by the aeromagnetic clata. The location of Aþha
Ridge is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Aerornagnetic map for profile extlaction

This map is the sarne as the original map (Figure 4.1) except that this shows

specifications that are discussed in the text. The narrow zorl.e between lines L1

ancl L2 clefine the Alpha Ridge zone to which the positive anomalies are confined.

Profiles for investigation are extracted along lines 51 to S5, W1 to W3 ancl N1,

N2. The area ABCD marks the zone frorn which data is extracted for 2-D spectral

analysis.
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Figure 4.iJ: Anomaly amplitucles

Anornaly amplitudes of profiles along S1-S5, and W1-W3 extracted from Figure
4.2. Profiies W1-W3 are taken along the strike of Alpha Ridge while S1-S5 are

extracted across the strike. The approximate width of tire ridge (a-a) is inclicatecl

on profiles S1-S5.
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Pigure 4.4: Linear tleucl rernoval

Plot A is the original profile (N2, Figure a.2). B is the plot
is renoved using least squares while C is the plot wh.en the
a robust methocl. D is the slol>e of the fiitecl trerrd.
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Figure 4.5: Relative amplitucle spectra

The relative amplitucle spectra are for th.e profiles shown in Figure 4.4. The

wavelengths of the anornalies are varied. For 52, the clominant wavelength is 80

km.
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Pousr spectru
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Figure 4.6: Average power spectra

The Figure shows a plot of the average po\Ã/er spectra of the profiles S1-S5 and
\ /1-W3 (Figure 4.2). Most of the porü/er is concentrated at wavelengths of 100 km
or greater. At the Nyquist wavelength of 4 krn, the energy is about 5 orders of
rnagnitucle less than at 40 km.
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Figure 4.7: Wavelength filtering

This fi.gure illustrates the application of wavelength filtering. A irigh-cr.rt filter
retaining wavelength greater than 8 krn is applied to profi.le A (profile N1, Figure
4.2). The noise rernovecl is B. The final result is profile C.
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Figure 4.8: Map extract for 2-D FFT

Tlris nrap is extractecl frorn Figr.rre 4.2 (area ABCD) . It
333.75 hrn2. The map is used for 2-D FFT analysis.
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Figure 4.9: Maps of filterecl aerorllagrìetic data

The grey-level rnaps are a result of applying different fiiters to the data of Figure
4.8. The individual rlaps are explained in the text.
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Chapter 5

MAGSAT DATA

5.1- MAGSAT mission

The rneasurement of the geornagnetic field on a global scale, in a short time span,

ancl at satellite heights began witìr Sputnik 3 in May 1958. This was followed by sub-

sequent satellites such as COSMOS 49 and tlie POGO satellites which opelatecl fi'om

1965 to 1971. The POGO satellites provided a global set of magnetic measurenents

of uniforrn precision and accuracy thus enabling the first satellite rnagnetic anomalies

to be computecl (Regan et al., 1975). Ðncouraged by the results of this earlier satellite

magnetornetry, NASA launched the spacecraft MAGSAT on October 30, 1979. The

satellite stayecl in operation for 7| rnonths until June 11, 1980. It had an initial orbit

with 561 km apogee ancl 352 krn perigee (Langel et a1., 1982). The olbit clecayed

to an approxitnately circular shape (apogee less than 400 km) as the mission nearecl

cornpletion. While in operation, MAGSAT was in a twilight, sun-synchronous olbit

with an inclination of 96.76".

There were two objectives of the MAGSAT mission. The first being the acquisition

of data for the stuc{y of the magnetic field genelated at the core of the earth. The
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second objective was to use the acquired data for the stucly of the clistribution ancl

significance of crustal rnagnetization. Both scalar ancl vector rnagnetorneters were

used in the measurernent of tlie rnagnetic ciata. The scalar magnetometer was accurate

to about + 1.5 nT while the vector rnagnetorneter was estirnatecl to be accurate to

within * 3 nT in each of the axes (Langel et a1., 1981). MAGSAT has surpassecì its

expectations. Main field moclels derived from it are the rnost accurate to clate (Langel

ancl Bstes, 1985). Crustal studies using MAGSAT data number in the hunclreds.

Table 5.1 surnrnarizes sorne of the work that has been done using the MAGSAT data

as of 1990.

5.2 Crustal fields

The raagnetic field measured at the surface of the earth and at satellite heights is

composecl of the earth's main field, the lithospheric field, and the fields originating

frorn outside the earth. The first two fields constitute the geomagnetic field. In order

to better understand the geomagnetic fielcl, it is generally described with a mathe-

matical rnoclel. The potential of the geomanetic fielcl is represented by a spherical

harmonic analysis of the forrn (Langel anc{ Estes, 1982):
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Nn-
v : aD Ð (:)"*' {s'tcos(mþ) + hi'stnçmþ)}PI(cosl)

r¿=1 n¿=0 r

(5 1)

where

V: rnagnetic scalar potential,

rìean raclius of the earth,

r',0,$ : standard spherical coordinates,

rn. i order of the spherical harmonic,
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n i clegree of the spherical hannonic ancl

Pil'Qos?) : The Schrnidt quasi-nonnalizecl splierical functions.

Langel and Estes (1982) exarnined the power spectra of the field models given by

equation (5.1). The form of the power spectra they examined is given by:

R,, : (n + 1) ily7::)' + (hiÐ'j
r¡¿=0

(5 2)

where -R,, is the mean square over the earth's surface of the magnetic field intensity

produced by the harrnonics of the nrl' degree. They found a distinct change of slope

at, n : 14 which they interpretecl to rnean that the field frorn the core dominates at

n 1 14 and the field from the crust clorninating for n > 15 (Figure 5.1). Based on

the interpretation of the geomagnetic power spectra, the lithospheric field may be

separatecl from the core fields.

Many procedures have been clevelopecl for separating lithosperic fields from the

core field and the fielcls due to external currents frour the geornagnetic field (Regan

et al., 1975; Mayhew, 1979; Langel et al., 1980). A novel rnethocl of representing the

geomagnetic fielcl has also been developed by Haines (1985a). Known as the 'spherical

cap harrnonic analysis', the rnethocl solves Laplace's equation for a spherical cap using

associated Legenclre functions of integral order but nonintegral degree.

The basic rnathernatical formulation for spherical harmonic analysis consists of

expressing the internal rnagnetic scalar potential V(r,0,À) as
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where

v -- i þ-'riYr(")*' 
Pï:þ,,¡(cos|).{sT cos(mÀ) ¡ hi sin(mÀ)} (b.B)

polar spherical coorclinates raclius,

polar spherical coordinates colatitude0:
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) : polar spherical coordinates longitude,

a: reference radius,

Pi(,,)(cos?) : associated Legendre functions and

gi', hT' : spherical harrnonic coefficients.

The pararneters r¿ ancl rn are gerìerally referrecl to as the clegree and orcler respectively.

Ã; is an inclex that is usecl to orcler the various n at a given m. Tlte clegree n is thus

denotecl nk(rn). In fittirig a potential with an arbitrary value at the spherical cap

bounclary, the values of the spherical degree nfor a particular value of. m ate chosen

as the root of the equations:
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P:: (cosd6) : I (5 4)

and

dPfi6¡ kos1s) ldî :0. (5 5)

B, is then obtained byds is the half-angle of the spherical cap. The vertical field

taking the vertical derivative of equation (5.3), natnely

0V(r.,0, À)-a,
l-

! (n¡(nz) +
llz:o

(5 7)

If the value of n deterrnined frorn equations (5.4) and (5.5) are written down in

increasing order, the solutions of (5.4) and (5.5) alternate in the series. The smallest

B,: (5 6)

i ) ( 
3 ;'t 

(- I +' P^*r 
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value oT n at each m is the solution of equation (5.5). The inclex Å. is used to orclel

tlre values of n at eaclt m. The solutions of equation (5.4) are characterizecl by

lc - m : odd ancl those of equation (5.5) by lc - m : euen.

Haines (1985b) appliecl the rnethod of spherical cap harrnonic analysis to MAGSAT

clata selected by Coles (1985) to obtain the vertical field anomaly above 40"N at

r : 6700 km using a maxirnurn index of li; : 22. For this choice of Ã; and the spherical

half-angle of 0s - 50, the corresponding rnaxirnutn clegree n is 39.97, perrnitting repre-

sentation of anornalies with wavelength s of. 2rr f 39.97 or 1 000 krn at the earth surface.

The vertical anornaly field at r : 6700 km was rnade available on disk by G. V. Haines

and is usecl in this study (see appenclix C). Although there was no MAGSAT clata

above 83.24"N since the inclination of MAGSAT was 96.76o, the methocl of spherical

cap hamronic analysis permitted arialytical lateral continuation of the fielcl to the

pole. Figure5.2 shows the anomaly fielcl over the Alpha and Mendeleev Riclges at an

elevation of 328 krn above the earth surface. It is the most intense anomaly observecl

by MAGSAT.

Some large regions of the earth's lithosphere exhibit characteristic rnagnetic sig-

natures whether it be in terrns of trend, wavelength, relief, shape or a combination of

these factors. Hall (1968) terrns such regiorìs as rnagnetic provinces. Because of the

Iarge anomaly intensity over it, the Alpha-Mendeleev Ridge complex qualifies as a

magnetic province. Modeling of this magnetic province is described in the following

Chapter. The rnodeling is done so as to obtain and exarnine the magnetic nature of

the Alpha Riclge.

5.3 Alpha-Mendeleev Ridge models

Taylor (1983) rnodeled the Alpha and Men<leleev Riclges using two large houroge-

neous spherical prisrns. The dimensions of the prisms were controlled by the known
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bathyrnetry ancl crustal thickness cleterninecl frorn seisrnic sounclings. The effective

bulk susceptibility usecl was based on the LOREX results (Sweeney et al., 1982). The

rnocleling producecl a good match for Alpha Ridge but a poorer one for the Mencleleev

Ridge. On the basis of this rnatching result, Taylor (1983) concluclecl that the two

ridges are different geological entities.

An averaging technique, that of upwarcl continuing aeromagnetic clata to satellite

elevations, is useful in comparing aeromagnetic clata with satellite rnagnetic clata at

the same elevation. Coles anci Haines (1979) and Langel et a1., (1980) showecl that

aerornagil.etic data over the Alplia Ridge when continued to an elevation of 500 km is

sirnilar to the POGO data at the sarne elevation (see also Figure 2.10). In the next

Chapter a clifferent approach of comparing the aeromagnetic ancl satellite rnagnetic

data is presentecl. The effective rnagnetizations and crustal prisrns obtained from

the rnocleling of the aerornagnetic clata are usecl to calculate an average anornaly

fielcl of the prisms at satellite elevations. By using the sarne rnagnetizations ancl

crustal models, it is possible to investigate whether the calculated aeromagnetic ancl

MAGSAT clata rnatch the observecl data.

n,)
It)
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Table 5.1: Surnrnary of work based on MAGSAT

Summary of publications based on the MAGSAT program (from Langei et al.,

1991). 'Bckgnd/programatic' refers to information about MAGSAT prior to it-
s launching. 'Using models' refers to studies using MAGSAT-based main fi.eld

rnodels while 'crust and main' refers to combined main and crustal field studies.

YEAR 78 79 80 8i 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 Total

74

CLASSIFICATION
Backgnd/programatic 0

Instrumental I
Data description 0

Review 0

Crustal studies 0

Main field 0

Crust and main 0

using model 0

Ðxternal fieid 0

Earth induction 0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

200000000002
11 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 14

012000000003
1133221112320
1 6 23 i620343221 1314 30209
2095244726344
000100000001
0 0 2 2 4 5 I 133 4 2 43

t2104141653r2463
001100000002

Total 17 11 50 32 43 61 50 457 20 28 42 402
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Figure 5.1: Geomagnetic fielcl spectrum

The power spectra of the geornagnetic fielcl. The crustal fielcl clominates at n ) 15

wlrile the core field dorninates at n 113 (from Langel ancl Estes,, 1982).
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Figure 5.2: Alpha Riclge MAGSAT anornaly

MAGSAT vertical comporìent anomaly fielcl over the A\>ha-Mendeleev Ridge com-

1>lex at an altitucie of 328 km above the earth surface. The contour interval is 4

nT. The data was obtained frorn G. V. Haines (see text).
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Chapter 6

AEROMAGNETIC AND

MAGSAT DATA MODETING

6.1 Sources delineated by aircraft and satellite

A rnagnetic anomaly map reflects the properties of the rocks in which the anomaly

field originates. As has already been cliscussed in Chapter 3, the source of the ob-

servecl rnagnetic anornalies lies above the Curie surface in the crustal portion of the

lithosphere. The question that needs to be answered therefore pertains to the type of

crust that would provide a fit to the recordecl anomalies at both satellite and aircraft

elevations. The following is a review of magnetic sources in oceanic and continental

clusts tliat are obselvable by aircraft ancl satellites.

6.1-.1 Magnetic sources delineated by aircraft

At aircraft elevations, magnetic sources located in the oceanic and near'-surface con-

tinental crust ate observed as strong anomalies when cornpared to those that are
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located at the cleeper parts of the continental crust (Thomas, 1987).

Oceanic sources that are resolved at aircraft elevations are located in layers 2A anci

28. For a typical oceanic crust such as the Atlantic Mid-Ocean Ridge, these sources

give an anomaly pattern of alternating positive and negative strips. The strips are a

recorcl of the earth's fielcl at the tirne of emplacement of the crust. Magnetizations

for such sources are typically TRM in nature (Banerjee, 1984).

Continental sources on the other hancl generally do not give a particular pattern

of anornalies. Strong anomalies are mostly ciue to extrusive and intrusive igneous

rocks and near surface metarnorphic rocks. Seclirnentary basins in general have low

arnplitucle anomalies.

6.L.2 Magnetic sources detectable at satellite elevations

Many researchers now agree that the major source of satellite anomalies is an incluced

crustal uragnetization aligned to the present main rnagnetic field (Wasilewski et al.,

1979, Mayhew et al., 1985, Thornas, 1987). The sources of these long-wavelength

anomalies are largely in the lower parts of continental crusts, and oceanic clusts ancl

oceanic plateaus/riclges.

In reviewing the likely sources of satellite anomalies of oceanic crustal rnagnetiza-

tion, Tliomas (1987) suggestecl that the total rnagnetization in layers 2A,28 ancl 3A

all contribute to the alomaly recorded at satellite elevations. At lieiglits greater than

200 krn, the striped oceanic anomaly pattern cannot be resolved. The rnagnetizations

(clue to TRM) of the various strips algebraically add to zero (Thornas, 1987).

Continental rnagnetic anornaly sources measurable at satellite elevations ernanate

frorn the deeper parts of the crust. Mayhew at al. (1985) give a comprehensive

review of these long-wavelength anomaly sources. Large rnagnetization in the range
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2-6 Arn-1 at clepth directed along the rnain earth rnagnetic field is required to explain

long-wavelength anornalies that are observable at satellite elevations.

6.2 Modelirtg constraints

Mocleling of the subsurface structures that give rise to the observed anornalies is

clone in terrns of rnagnetization contrasts of the modeled structures relative to their

surroundings. For any potential field ciata such as magnetic or gravity, an infinite

number of rnodels may be generated which fit the same data. It is therefore necessary

to impose certain constraints in the modeling so as to clevelop a meaningful interpre-

tation of the clata. The following facts, clecluced from glavity, seismic, heat flow ancl

bathymetric studies, are usecl in developing rnodels for the Alpha Ridge data.

i. Seisrnic and gravity sounclings show a thickenecl Alpha Ridge crust that thins

towards the Makarov and Canada Basins. Figures 2.3 and 2.6b show that the

crust reaches a thickness of about 38-42 krn beneath the crest of Alptra Ridge

and about 20 to 30 krn beneath the Canada ancl Makarov basins.

ii. Frorn heat flow values (Chapter 3) tlie calculated clepth to the Culie level is

about 36 krn within the Alplia Riclge crust. This depth rises to about 20 to 25

km beneath either of the Canada and Makarov basin flanks. The crust that

gives rise to the observed magnetic anornalies thus lies above tliis depth.

iii. Bathyrnetry (Figure 2.1) is used to clefine the upper rnagnetic bounclary of the

crust. The clepth frorn the ocean surface to tlie top of the magnetic crust varies

from 3 krn over the Canada and Makarov Basins to about 2 km over Alpha

Ridge.

iv. P-waves traveling tlirough the Alpha Riclge crust show lateral variations in

velocity. These lateral variations are interpreted in terms of changes in the
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subsurface rock types ancl hence clifferent rnagnetizations. The clepth extent

of the lateral inhornogeneity is up to 8-25 krn. Therefore, for the crustal rock

layers of clown to 8-25 km deep, crust reflecting the positive ancl negative

anomalies are rnodeled by vertical blocks to which different magnetizations

are assigned. The horizontal distances (the width of the blocks) in which the

velocities rernain hornogeneous reach up to 100 krn.

In aclclition, the following assumptions are also usecl as modeling critelia.

i. The average magnetization of the crustal blocks is assumed to be constant in

direction throughout the blocks and parallel to the present earth's fielcl. Any

rernanence is therefore accounted for in the average magnetization.

ii. The sediment layers, the mantle and the lithospheric layers below the Culie

level are all assurned to have zelo rnagnetizations (Wasilewski et al., 1979).

6.3 Two-dimensional rnodelirtg of the data

A 2-dirnensional forwarcl rnodeling technique was used to cornpute both the aerornag-

netic and MAGSAT data. The rnodeling uses Cartesian coorclinates in whicli the

eartli is assurned to be flat. The surface on which the anornalies are computed is also

assumed to be flat. In the following section, a justification is developed for using such

a 2-D modeling progranì in the rnocleling of both the aeromagnetic and MAGSAT

clata.

6.3.1- Anomalies of simple geometries

In the following sections, simplifiecl geornetries are usecl to synthesize anornalies so as

to see the effects of strike lengths and the effects of surface at which the anornalies are
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calculated. Investigating the later effect is especially requirecl because the MAGSAT

anornalies are rneasured over a curved surface.

6.3.2 Anomaly due to a horizontal sheet

Figure 6.1 illustrates the geouretry usecl in the calculation of the anomaly fielcl of a

tlrin lrorizontal sheet of infinite strike extent. The vertical magnetic fielcl Z(r,d) at

tlre observation position O(r,d) is given by (Telford et al., 1990) as

Z : -2ktF"lllr't)(coslsinBsin?t+ sinlcos?l) - (Ilr2)(coslsinBsin?z+ sinlcos?z)l

(6 1)

where

k

t

F"

T

B:

rl

d

inclination of the geornagnetic fielcl,

susceptibility,

thickness of sheet,

: geornagnetic field strength,

distance between reference and observation points,

strike angle of prism,

:12*d2,

depth to top of sheet,

r2r:(r-l)2+d2,

/ : wicltli of sheet (traversed across strike),

.sin01 : ¡Jf7'r,

co.s01 -- rf r'1,

si,n02: dl,z a.d
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cos02: (r - l)1r2.

Elirninating d1 ancl 02 frorn equation (6.1), the following equation is obtainecl.

z : -2ktF"[(rlrt)2(d cosl sinB+rsinl)-(rlrr)'z(d cosl sinBt(*-t) sinl)] (6.2)

If ilre horizontal sheet is of finite strike length 2L, the anornaly field is approxirnatecl

by

Z:2ktLF.[Q co.sI si.nB I S sinl)] (6 3)

where

n- d

" - |ì03+ L2)+
(6.4)

r"(r''), + t\È
and

.9- r-l ï
rl(r'l + L2)* rlQl + Lr)+

(6 5)

The vertical fielcl profiles for an infinite strike length and for a finite strike length

with 2L : 1000 km were cornputed using equations (6.2) and (6.3) respectively for

a horizontal sheet 36 krn thick ancl 400 krn wicle and at the elevation of 328 km.

A rriagnetizatiott of 2.82 Arn-I was usecl in the cornputation. The computecl profiles

(Figure 6.2) agree to within 92% of peak value. Since the strike extent of Alpha Riclge

is about 1000 km, the rnagnetic data (frorn the rniddle of the ridge) rnay be modelecl

with a 2-D program without using an encl correction. Unless tlie strike length is less

than the wiclth of the sheet, the finite length does not afect the final results more

than 20% (Telford et al., 1990).

6.3.3 Anomaly measurement on curved surface

In calculating the anomalies in the preceding section, a rnoclel for a horizontal sheet

with plane boundaries and traverse parallel to the plane (a flat-ealth model) is used.
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However the MAGSAT trajectory shows significant curvature when orbiting the study

alea. The rnodels presented in the previous section can be usecl for MAGSAT with

appropriate moclification. In this section, the rneasurement of anornalies on a culved

surface while keeping the sources in Cartesian geornetry is investigated. The anomaly

observation positions are specified in Cartesian coordinates but the positions ale oï1

a curvecl level. Figure 6.3 shows the configuration of obtaining observation positions

on a curvecl level. The curve joining Cr ancl C2 defines a segrnent of the great cilcle

at the earth surface. The straight line joining C1 and C2 defines the surface of the

flat-earth. Anomaly (prisrnatic blocks) sources are located below this surface. ,R, is

the radius of the earth (6356.912 km at the poles). The observation elevation is at

Ro : Rt* Rz. The distance frorn the center of tlie earth to the flat surface is given by

D :Z&"cos(ir12). The curvecl surface is separatecl frorn ihe flat surface by a clistance

of d: R"- D.The observation positions are obtainecl as follows. The angle á clefines

the intervals at which the anornalies are calculated. Since D is knowû, z1 and Æ1 are

calculated. .R2 is obtainecl by subtracting .81 from the observation radius ,R, (say at

A, : 6684 krn, MAGSAT value for the Arctic). å ancl 12 ãte.- then calculatecl. The

observation position O is at (h,") where n: ï7 + ixz.

Having fixed the relative positions of the sheets, the anornaly field at the curvecl

surface (say at MAGSAT elevations) is then calculated. Figure 6.4 shows a cornpaÌ-

ison of the anomaly fielcls calculatecl for a flat and a curved observation levels. The

anomaly fielcls are not significantly clifferent. The clifference, peak to peak, is about

Ll%. The use of a flat earth anil a flat observation level is therefore justifiecl for 2-D

rnodeling of the aeromagnetic and MAGSAT data.
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6.4 Modeling the data

A 2-dirnensional forwarcl rnodeling prograrn (developecl by T.A. Larson ancl L.L. Mal-

inconico Jr., Southern lllinois University, 1988) was used to model both the aeromag-

netic and MAGSAT data. Tlie prograrn is available at the clepartrnent of GeologicaÌ

Sciences, University of Manitoba for research purposes and as a teaching aicl. With

the progratn, it is possible to use a particular crustal rnodel to calculate ¡rag¡etic

anomalies at both aerornagnetic ancl MAGSAT elevations. The crustal rnodel is acl-

justed until the calculated anomalies at the two elevations match the observed data

sets. Inherent in the rnodeling prograrn is tlie assumption that the strike length of the

crustal layers is infinite and the calculation of tlie anornalies is clone on a flat soulce

ancl observation level. The use and justification of the infinite strilce rnodel (insteacl of

finite strike approximation), and flat source and observation levels has alreacly been

cliscussed in the last two sections.

Although several profiles were extracted from the aerornagnetic ancl MAGSAT

data, tlie results herein presented are for one MAGSAT and one aeromagnetic profile.

Bach profile is extracted approxirnately along the same line and direction over Alpha

Ridge. For the MAGSAT data, the profile being cliscussed is along M - M' (see also

Figure 5.1), while for the aerornagnetic data, the profile is extractecl along 54 (see

also Figure 4.2). It' shoulcl be noted that the aeromagnetic profile is shorter than the

MAGSAT profile.

In rnatching the observed ancl calcuìated anomalies, a relative error er value was

cornputed as follows:

(6.6)"':(#å''t -"\o)''
where

e, : relative error value,
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ly' : number of clata points,

or : observecl clata value ancl

c¿ : calculatecl clata value.

A srnall or zero e" value woulcl indicate that the observecl clata matches the calculated

while a large e, value would inclicate that the data clo not match.

6.4.t Modeling aeromagnetic data

Figure 6.5a shows a crustal layer about 8 krn in thickness. The layer is diviclecl into

vertical blocks so as to represent lateral variations in the upperrnost crust. This

lateral variation was made because the seisrnic data (discussed in Chapter 2) show

a lateral variation in tlie P-wave velocities in tliis zone for Alpha Riclge. Positive

rnagnetizations (Table 6.1) were used for all the crustal blocks (with two exceptions

which have negative magnetizations). These rnagnetizations are in the range 0 - 7

Am-l. The calculated magnetic fielcl matched the observed field quite well, witli a

srnall e, value of 5.333 nT (Figure 6.5b).

Having obtained the fit for the aeromagrìetic data, the same crustal layer was

then used for calculating the anomaly at MAGSAT elevation (328 krn above the

earth surface). Figure 6.5c shows that the calculated anomaly field does not rnatch

the observed MAGSAT clata. The crustal blocks were then extenclecl to depth cleeper

than 8 krn, inclucling a test in which the blocks reach S6 krn. Subjecting the crustal

layers to the sarne analysis as for the 8 km thick layer procluced similar results, that

is, a good rnatch for aeromagnetic data but a poor match for MAGSAT data.

From these results, it is concluded that the MAGSAT magnetic anomaly over

Alpha Ridge cannot be explainecl by vertical sided crustal blocks whether of lirnited

clepth extent or blocks that extend clown to the Curie level.
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6.4.2 Modeling MAGSAT data

Five homogeneous crustal blocks are usecl in the rnodeling of the MAGSAT clata

(Figure 6.6). Alpha Ridge is represented as the rnicldle crustal block that is broacl

at the surface ancl becornes rìarrower in the deeper parts of the lithosphere (block

a1, Figure 6.6a). The rnagnetization of the block is 1.818 Am-1. Canacla Basi¡ is

representecl by a crustal block with a rnagnetization of 0.179 Arn-1 (block a3, Figure

6.6a). Representing the Makarov and the Eurasia Basins is a crustal block with a

rnagnetization of 0.000 Am-l (block a2, Figure 6.6a ). Crustal blocks a4 (with a

magnetization of 4.6 Arn-l) ancl a5 (with a rnagnetization of 5.2 Arn-l) were usecl

to represent the continental crusts of North America ancl Eurasia respectively. The

thicknesses ancl wiclths of the blocks are not necessarily continental. The blocks

are usecl for the sole purpose of rnocleling the MAGSAT data which shows positive

anornalies (with rnagnitucles of up to 12 nT) over the continental crust por.tions (see

also Figure 5.2,line M - M').

The calculated ancl the observecl anomaly rnatched quite well with an e, value

of 0.1 nT (Figure 6.6b). It shoulcl be notecl that the crustal block which partly

represents the Eurasia Basin was not constrainecl by heat flow values. However, that

the tliickness of the magnetic block is about 16-18 krn is supported by data cornpilecl

by Verba et al. (1990).

The same crustal arrangelnent was then used to ol¡taìn an anornaly at the aero-

magnetic elevation of 3.5 krn. The calculatecl ancl observed anornalies do not match

(Figure 6.6c).

These results indicate that Alpha Ridge is not wholly hornogeneous since the

model does not explain the aeromagnetic anomaly.
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6.5 Sirnultaneous modelirtg of aeromagnetic and

MAGSAT data

Since the aeromagnetic model does not explain the MAGSAT anomaly and vice velsa,

botli the aerornagnetic and MAGSAT data are modeled simultaneously. The rnocleling

is explainecl in the following subsections.

6.5.1 Two-layer crustal model

A two-layer crust is shown in Figure 6.7a. The upper layer is lirnitecl to a depth

of 8 krn ancl is segmented into vertical blocks as is the case in the one-layer crustal

moclel used in the mocleling of the aeromagnetic clata (Figure 6.5a). The seconcl

layer is composed of a homogeneous block that extends to the Curie level (block a26,

Figure 6.7a). The hornogeneity of the block is justifiecl in that the P-wave velocity

tlrrough Alpha Riclge for this zone of crust cloes not vary laterally. Figures 6.7b ancl

6.7c show the calculated ancl observecl anomalies. Both the calculated ancl observed

aerornagnetic and MAGSAT anomalies match quite well, with respective e, values of

5.13 nT ancl 0.086 nT. The rnagnetizations usecl in the calculation of the anomaly

fielcl, except for two blocks in the upper layer, are all positive, ranging in value from 0

- 7 Am-1 (Table 6.2). Since the Alpha Ridge heterogeneous zone extends to a clepth

of up to 25 km, a model reflecting this situation was computecl. For the model too,

the calculatecl ancl the observed anomalies for both data sets rnatched.

The two-layer rnagrìetic crust moilel may therefore be useci to explain the anomaly

fields observed over Alpha Riclge. It should be notecl that block a29 (Figure 6.7a)

represents the Eurasia ancl Makarov Basins while block a30 (Figure 6.7a) represents

the Canada Basin. The magnetizations of the blocks (respectively 0 and 0.179 Arn-l)

are low cornpared to the lower layer of Alpha Riclge (block a26, with a rnagnetization
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of 1.56 Am-l). The rnagnetizations for the continental sections of the crust are 4.6

Arn-l (block a31, Figure 6.7a,, North America portion) and 5.2 Am-1 (block a32,

Figure 6.7a, Eurasia portion)

6.5.2 Three-layer crustal model

Figure 6.8a shows the three-layer magnetic crustal rnodel for Alpha Riclge. The seconcl

layer (block a26) from the two-layer moclel of the prececling subsection is cliviclecl into

two blocks so that a three-layer model is examined. The division of the seconcl

block into two (blocks a26 arid a33,) may be explained by the fact that temperature

variations at depth influences the magnetic nature of the block such that the cleeper

part is less rnagnetic than the upper part. The bounclary between tlie seconcl (a26)

and thircl (a33) layer is fixecl at about 25 krn. This layering is fixed in accorclance

with the seismic clata.

Like for the two-layer rnodel, the calculated and observed anomalies match for both

the aeromagnetic and MAGSAT data sets with respective e, values of 5.13 nT and

0.095 nT (Figures 6.8b and 6.8c). Except for blocks a26 ancl a33, the uragnetizations

(Table 6.4) are the sarne as those in the two-layer model (Table 6.3).

As is the case with the two-layer rnodel, the three-layer crustal rnodel rnay be used

to explain the Alpha Ridge anomalies.

6.6 3-D rnodelittg of MAGSAT data

Von Frese et al., (1981) have cliscussed the use ancl versatility of 3-dimensional spher-

ical prisms in the rnodeling of magnetic data at satellite elevations. Noble (1983)

used spherical prism in rnocleling the Ungava satellite rnagnetic anornaly. In this

thesis, a simplified version of the rnethod used by Noble is used to rnoclel tlie Alpha
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Ridge MAGSAT anornaly. The rnathematical expressions usecl in the calculation of

an anomaly due to a spherical prisrn are given in the following subsection.

6.6.1 Magnetic field calculation using 3-d bodies

In representing three-clirnensional rnagnetic bodies within the earth's crust using

spherical prisms, the prisms are taken to have cliscrete magnetic dipoles lesiding

within thern. This representation is attractive for modeling rnagnetic data at liigh

altitudes for two main reasons. First, tlie sphericity of the earth is taken into account.

Seconclly, the cliscrete representation of the magnetic body in the form of equivalent

point sources sirnplifies the nurnerical cornputations. The following cleveloprnent de-

scribing the representation of a magnetic bocly using spherical prisms is basecl on the

method used by Noble (1983).

Figure 6.9 depicts the geometry involved in calculating anomaly fields clue to a

rnagnetic body. The rnagnetic scalar potential at P due to a single dipole at Q having

a clipole moment ñ is given by:

ñ.RA-

4tr R2
(6.7)

(6.8)

be uniform throughout the

where ,R is the unit vector directed from P to Q. Taking Q as residing within the

rnagnetic body of volume V, then the potential due to the entire body is given as

a- _ t ¡J'Rr.,
4tr J,, R2 

*"'

./ ir th" magnetization of the bocly ancl is consiclered to

bocly. In vector form, "/ ar cl .R u." respectively

í_t:J,i*Joj+J,lt

ancl

(6.e)

R: Rrî + Roi + R"lç. (6.1 0)
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Substitution of equations (6.9) ancl (6.i0) into equation (6.8) gives

A _ _ 1, ¡ J"Ro -f J"rys * J,R, 
Ou.

4r J" Ë3
(6.11)

The uagnetic anornaly of the body measured at the field P is the negative directional

clerivative of the magnetic potential A, multipliecl by [to, tlte perrneability of free space.

In tlris tlresis, only the vertical cornponent of the magnetic fr.elcl LZ, is cliscussecl.

LZ : -rrYozp

: _t"o [ 3_uo,
4r Ju 02, R3

: -# l"J'-(!, 
-',) + J'(a'- aò + a,

((", - *ò * @o - yr) + (zn - zr))

uo I l\J,R,R" + SJyRsR" + J"(3R¿ - fi')l ,: 
4n l"L fi:t l'''

The last equation is now in the form

AF: Ito, (6.16)

where / represents the integrancl and it clepencls on the position P ancl Q, ancl on the

rnagnetization vector J". Bquation (6.16) rnay now be numerically integrated using

gaussian quadrature. The simplest quadrature problem is to construct the equality

l"o r{ù0,: å 
w¿Í(r¿) + r.

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

(6. 1 7)

The construction of the equality problern is clone by choosing tlie nodes r¿ and the

weights ?rr such that the truncation error 7 is as small as possible. Noble (1983) gives

a simple exarnple in which the integration interval is [-1, *1] ancl for n:2. Equation

(6.17) then becomes

(6.15)

¡*1 2

I f@)dr=f.¿f(*¿).
J-1. 2=l

(6.i8)
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Putting f (*) : z'', wltete rn:0,l,2,3leacls to four equations:

0:,Lnrl+-z¿tr (6.1e)

2f :l : .t*', + *r*l (6.20)

0:?xtrt*tozrz (6.21)

2: ut.I + wz.\

Solving the four equations give to1 :'tt)2:1 a¡d -rt: 72:J-112.

(6.22)

Figure 6.10 illustrates a two dimensional circular sector containing a2x2 alray of

dipoles. Ttre dipoles are located at geocentric co-ordinate" (p;,ói,l¡) where

91

pi: pe + 
Ljro

ö¡: öq * o4r,

Àr:18 +L]rr

wlrere i, j, k : 1, 2 and u,, : E# are the gaussian nocles.

Fol a volume element of a sphere, equation (6.16) becornes

(6.23)

(6.24)

(6.25 )

^F(P,Ø: I I l¡tr,e)p2sinþd,paþdÀ
(6.26)
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wlrere p,ó,,À aïe as shown in Figure 6.11. Applying gaussian quaclrature to equation

(6.26) gives

^F(p,a): + ÐlJ,te¡¡e,e)p!sins¡.,)-,].0 rc27)
u i=7" " j=l ' - ß:1

wlrere Q' : (p¿,ó¡,,Àn), the co-ordinates of the subdivisions of the quadrature. For

n :2, equation (6.27) becoues

AF(p, q : \-HLIÉ 
É tr {r,, ói, À*, e) p:,¿ sing¡

i-7 j-l k-7

observation point

and z cornponents

(6.28 )

(6.30)

(6.3 1 )

P to the ciipole

Rrrro, fir,ro, ancl

witlr (p¿, ó¡,,À¡) as definecl in equations (6.23, 6.24,6.25) and where Q defines the co-

ordiriates of tlie center of tlie prisrn of dirnension AÀ, A/, and Ap. The quadrature

coefficients â,rê o1 - -3-t/z and u2 - 3-tlz.

The vertical field anomaly, given by equation (6.1a) becomes

¡l

L,Z : C,D C,(3J 
" 

R,.,u R",,r
\ijk

+ SJsRa uR",,o I J"l3R:,ju - R?rrl) (6.2e)

where

and

The separation vector

corresponcling to i,1, Ã,

Ë,,r, respectively.

l)1 
- 

-
' 4¡r

AÀAdAp

C2: plsinó¡Rttr.

R¿¡¡ is clirectecl frorn the

in the prisrn having r, y

6.6.2 The 3-D models

The MAGSAT anornaly over Alpha Riclge is rnocleled

in the 2-D modeling. The layers are rnoclifiecl into

using crustal layers obtainecl

spherical prisrns by changing
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the coordinates frorn Cartesian to spherical. The conversion is done as follows. The

average width of the ridge obtaineci frorn the 2-D rnoclels is about 880 krn. Taking the

profile along which the clata are extracted to be a great circle, 880 km corresponcis with

an angle of 8o extendecl at the center of the earth. In an east-west clirection, Alpha

Riclge spans a latitudinal clistance of about 90o (see Figure 2.1). Tlie spherical prisrns

are thus confinecl to angular climensions of 90' latituclinally and 8" longituclinally.

Figure 6.12 shows the configuration of a one block crustal moclel.

In the calculation of the MAGSAT anornaly fielcls, the respective thickness ancl

rnagnetization values obtained from the two- ancl ihree-layer 2-D models were used.

The prograrn used in the rnocleling is given in Appenclix C. Figures 6.i3 ancl 6.14

show the calculatecl MAGSAT anornaly fielcls for the two and three layers clustal

models. The general shape of the anornalies rnatch the observecl MAGSAT anornaly

shown in Figure 5.2 ancl all have a peak of about 36 nT.

6.7 Modelittg results.

The mocleling lesults inciicate that tlie Alpha Ridge is not a single hornogeneous

crust. Tlie ridge consists of two or thlee layered crust. The uppermost layer is

laterally heterogeneous. The thickness of this layer cannot be clearly delineated due

to the non-uniqueness inherent in rnocleling potential clata. Using seisrnic and gravity

clata as constraints, the layer may reach a depth of 25 krn. For an B krn thick upper

layer, the positive rnagnetizations are in the range of 0.0 to 7 Arn-l. For a two-layel

magnetic crust, the lower layer has a magnetization of 1.59 Am-l. If the magnetic

clust is diviciecl into three layers, then the two successive lower layers would have

rnagnetizations of 2.148 ancl 1.59 Arn-1 respectively.

In both the two- ancl three-layer models, the blocks representing the Canacla

ancl the Makarov/Eurasia Basins have the sarne respective rnagnetizations of 0.179
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-1. The blocks representing the sections of North Arnerica and Eurasia

crusts also have the sarne tnagnetizations of 4.6 and 5.2 Am-l for both
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Figule 6.1: Auomaly of a thin horizontal slab

Geonretry used in the calculation of the anomaly flelcl Z(r,,d) at position O(:r, d)
of a horizontal sheet of infinite strike. The symboLs are explained in the text.
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Figure 6.2: Anomaly of infinite and finite strike lergth slabs

Comparison of the anomaly fields clue to a horizontal sheet of infinite strike (A)
ancl a horizontal sheet of finite strike length (B). The thiclcress and wiclth of both
sheets are respectively 18 ancl 400 lcm, ancl the finite length sheet is 1000 k¡r
long. The fielcl for the finite sheet is calculatecl across strike ai the rniclclle of the
along-strilie length. The fielcls differ by about BTo at the maxiuurn.
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Figule 6.iJ: Anomaly ureasuretllent oll a culvecl sul'face

Geornetry usecl for calculating a curvecl oltservation position at an aliitucle aLrove

a flat slrface Ct-Cz.The angle / is between C1 and Cz. The rest of the symbois

are explainecl in the text.
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Figure 6.4: Anomaiy rneasurernent on a curved ancl flat surface

Comparison of the vertical anomaly fielcl calculatecl from the horizontal sheet

rnoclel on a flat surface (A) with the vertical anornaly conìponent for a curvecl
observation surface (B). The clifference from maixirnum to minirnum is 1.5%, a
slighi clifference.
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Figure 6.5: Segmentecl olle-layer crustal moclel

a: Segrnented one-layer block rnodel usecl to represent the Aþha Ridge for obtain-
ing a synthetic verticai fi.eld anornaly at boih areonagnetic and satellite aliitucle.
b: Observed and calculated fielcls at aerornagnetic elevation. c: Observed ancl
calculated fields at satellite elevation for the sarr.e crustal rnodel.
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Table 6.1: Magnetizations for segmented one-layer crustal model

The rnagnetizations are for the segmented one-layer crustal model shown in Figure

6.5a.

Crustal bloclc nurnber Magnetization (Arn-i )

1

2

.)

4
K
rJ

t)

7

8
o

10

11

72

13

74

15

16

77

18

19

20

27

22
ôÐL¿

24
25

0.000
r.454
0.000
3.835
0.825
3.605
0.1 19

0.298

-1.230
2.555
r.454
4.361
2.822
6.028
1.170

3.860
0.000
4.851
4.972
6.925
5.330
6.028
0.000
2.285

-2.527
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Figure 6.6: Homogeneous one-layer- crustal moclel

a: Hornoge¡eols o¡e-layer block moclel used to represent the Alpha Ridge for

ol>tai¡i1g a sy¡thetic vårticai fielcl anomaly at both areornagnetic ancl satellite

altitudes. b: Ol>served and calculated fields at satellite elevation. c: Observecl

alcl calculatecl fielcls at aeromagnetic elevation for the sarlle crustal moclel'
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Table 6.2: Magnetizations for hornogeneous one-layer crustal rnodel

The magnetizations for the homogeneous one-layer crustal model shown in Figure
6.6a.

Crustal block nurnber Magnetization (Am-1)

1

2

3

4

5

1.8180

0.0000

0.1 793

4.6078

5.2115
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Figure 6.7: Two-layer crustal rnodel

a: Two-layer block model used to represerìt the Aþha Ridge for olltaining a

syntltetic vertical field anomaly at both areornagnetic ancl satellite aititucles. TIle

shaclecl area S is the heterogeneous one-layer crustal block rnodel of Figure 6.5a.

Tlre npper layer (5,, a27, a28) is heterogeneous \A/lìile the lower layer (a26) is

ho¡rogeneous. b: Observecl ancl calcrllaiecl fielcls at aeronìagùetic elevation. c.:

Observecl ancl calculated fields at satellite elevation for the sarne crustal moclel.
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Table 6.3: Magnetizations for two-layer crustal rnoclel

The magnetizations are for the two-layer crustal model shown in Figure 6.7a. The
crustal blocks from 1 to 25 refers to the shaded area S of the figure. This shaded

area is the same segmented one-layer crustal block of Figure 6.5a.

Crustal block number Magnetization (Arn-r )

1

2

.)

4

5

6

I

8

I
10

11

72

13

74

15

i6
T7

18

19

20

27

22
23

24
ÐriLt)

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

0.0000
1.4543
0.0000
õ -õõõ.t. t.).1.f

0.8255
3.3476
0.1048
0.4752

-0.6076
2.1487
0.8833
3.8604
2.8226
5.3302
1.1 706
3.8604
0.0000
4.8513
4.8513
6.9252
4.7124
6.4818
0.0000
2.2857

-1.8705
1.5949
1.1706
f .i706
0.0000
0.1793
4.6078
5.2115
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Figure 6.8: Three-layer clustal rlodel

a: Three-layer block model usecl to represent the Aþha Riclge for obtaining a
syntheiic vertical freld anornaly at both areomagnetic and satellite altitudes. The
upper layer (5, a27, a28) is heterogeneous while the lower two iayers (a26, a33)

are hornogerleous. b: Observecl ancl calculatecl fielcls at aeromagnetic elevation. c:

Observecl and calculated fields at satellite elevation for the same crustal rnodel.
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Table 6.4: Magnetizations for three-layer crustal model

The magnetizations in this Table are for the three-layer crustal model showm in
Figure 6.8a. The crustal blocks from 1 to 25 refers to the shaded area S of the
figure. This shaded area is the same segmented one-layer crustal block of Figure
6.5a.

Crustal block number Magnetization (Am-1)

1

2

t)

4
J

6
(

8
q

10

11

72

13

74

15

16

17

18

19

20

2t
22

23

24
25

26

27

28

29

30
31
o.l¿L

JJ

0.0000
7.4543
0.0000
Ð nrtoJ. t JJr)

0.8255
3.3476
0.1048
0.4752

- 0.6076
2.7487
0.8833
3.8604
2.8226
5.3302
1.1706

3.8604
0.0000
4.8513
4.8513
6.9252
4.1124
6.4818
0.0000
2.285r

-1.8705
2.7487
1.1706
1.1 706

0.0000
0.1793
4.6078
5.2115
1.5949
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Figure 6.9: Cìeometry for anomaly c.alculatiols

Diagrarn showing the geometry involved
at P due to a rnagnetic body at position

in
a

the calculation of the magnetic fi.eld
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Figule 6.10: Dipole arrangement in a prisrn section

Diagrarn showing cross-section of a 2 x 2 anay of discrete rnaguetic bodies. Q is
the prisrn center.
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Figure 6.11:

Diagrarn showing the
spherical coordiuates.

Parameters used in spherical geornetry calculations

parameters used in the calculation of of an anomaly
The symbols are explainecl in the text.

fielcl in
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1_60 W

l-30 w 90w

Figure 6.i2: Configuration usecl

Configuration of a one block crustal rnodel used

Riclge anomaly in 3-D at satellite elevations.

in 3-D modeling

in the calculation of the Alpha
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900E
--T------ri

900w

Figure 6.1i1: (lalculatecl MA(ìSAT anomaly for two layer moclel

The calcllaiecl MAGSAT anomaly fi.elcl for the two layers crustal moclel at an

elevation of 328 krn. The contour interval is 5 nT'

N
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900w

Figure 6.14: Calc.ulated I\4ACìSAT anomaly for tllree layer model

The calculated MAGSAT anomaly fieid for the three layers crustal model at an

elevation of 328 l<rn. The contottr interval is 5 nT.



Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusion

The cornbinecl investigation of the aeroùragnetic and MAGSAT data for the Alpha

Ridge has given a new perspective in the undelstancling of the riclge's rnagnetic nature.

As part of the investigation, previous geophysical and geological inforrnation pertain-

ing to the ridge was extensively reviewed. Some of the inforrnation, particularly heat

flow data, was used as constraints in modeling the ricige's magnetic crust.

7.L Constraints on magnetic rnodelittg

Seismic and gravity data show that the Alpha Ridge is thickest beneath the ridge axis,

reaclring about 42 l<nt,, ancl thins towarcls the Canada and Makarov Basins. On the

basis of P-wave velocities, the ridge's crust is divided into three layers. The layering

has been interpreted to be oceanic in nature. The variation of P-wave velocities in

tlie upper layer was interpreted to inclicate that the layer is cornpositionally hetero-

geneous. The lower layers were interpretecl to be cornpositionally hornogeneous from

the srnoothness of the P-wave velocities.

Heat flow values over the Alpha Ridge (and the adjacent areas) were of particular
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irnportance to the understanding of the ridge's rnagnetic crust. Using the oceanic

crust layering, the heat flow values were extrapolated to the curie level. Critical

to the estimation was the curie temperature for rnagnetite. This ternperature was

particularly chosen because it gave the maximurn possible magnetic crust for the

riclge. On this basis, the magnetic crust of the ridge is estirnated to be 36 krn thick.

7.2 Surnrnary of data investigation

The aerornagnetic ancl MAGSAT clata indicate a highly rnagnetic Alpha Riclge crust.

The MAGSAT anornaly alone, which is one of the strongest on earth to clate, delin-

eates the Alpha Riclge to be a rnagnetic province. The aeromagnetic clata show that

the positive anornalies are confined to a narrow zone of about 270-300 km that runs

along the strike (crest) region of the riclge. The arnplitudes of the anornalies reach

up to 1800 nT peak to trough. The srnall almost circular anomalies are up to 20 km

in diameter while the elongated ones are al¡out 80 km wide and up to 250 krn long.

The anomalies are thus irregular to sublinear. There is no clear pattern of alternating

positive ancl negative anornalies as is expectecl of spreacling ocean floors.

Spectral analysis of the clata sÌrowed that the data has little energy at wavelength

of 6-8 krn. Cornponents with these wavelengths are interpreted to be noise. The

noise may be due to digitization and/or instrumental errors or clue to effects that

rnay be attributecl to bathymetry or small scale geologic intrusives such as thin highly

magnetic dikes. The wavelength of rnost of the anomalies vary from B0 to 100 krn.

The shapes and sizes (ancl therefore the varied wavelengths of the anornalies) incli-

cate that the source (or sources) from which the anornalies ernanate is cornplex. When

wavelengths of up to 25 krn are rernovecì from the anomalies, the positive anornalies

become dominant. Successive rernoval of longer wavelength cornponents give results

similar to upward continuation. Thus at higher elevations the positive anomalies over
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the Alpha riclge clominate. This result concurs with the result obtainecl by Coles

ancl Haines (1979) for the riclge. The dorninance of the positive anornalies at higher

elevations is due to the merging of tlie anornalies. The inclividual anomalies that are

observed at aeromagnetic elevations indicate that there are different sources within

the crust. When observed at higher elevations, these sources becorne indistinguishable

due to the rnerging of tlie signals.

7.3 Modelirtg procedure

In modeling the aerornagnetic and MAGSAT data, the magnetic crust obtainecl for

the Alpha Ridge was diviclecl into layers sirnilar to the seisrnic layers. The upper

layer was further vertically segmentecl so as to reflect the heterogeneity of the layer.

The Canada and Eurasia Basins were represented by hornogeneous blocks to which

different magnetizations were assigned. So that the basins and the Alpha Ridge ale

better rnoclelecl, continental crust representing portions of North America and Eurasia

were used. A 2-D program was then used to simultaneously rnodel the data. Results

from the 2-D mocleling were used in a 3-D program to rnoclel the MAGSAT anomaly.

7.4 Modelittg results

The combined rnodeling of the aerornagnetic arid MAGSAT data indicates that the

Alpha Riclge is not a single homogeneous rnagnetic crust. The ridge is found to consist

of 2 or 3 magnetic crustal layers. If the interpretation of Grantz et al. (1990b) is

taken into consicleration then it is likely that the ridge's rnagnetic crust consists of

three layers. The upper layer is ìaterally heterogeneous as is exhibited by the clifferent

magnetizations of the sources within the layer. The lower portion of Alpha Ridge may

consist of one or two hornogeneous magnetic layers.
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The thickness of tlie upper layer cannot be clearly establishecl due to the non-

uniqueness inherent in modeling potential data. Magnetic anornaly fielcl calculations

involve proclucts of rnagnetization ancl volurne (equation (6.12)). Thus a srnall volume

and a large rnagnetization will give results similar to one obtained from using a large

volume ancl a small rnagnetization. If the lateral heterogeneity is tied with the lateral

variations exhibitecl by seismic results, then the thickness of the upper layer rnay

vary from 8 to 25 km. A thickness of 25 krn is unlikely due to the fact that it

requires the lower portion of the ridge to have an un,acceptably high rnagnetization.

Thus a thickness of about 8 krn is a reasonable estimate for the upper layer. The

rnagnetization of the various segrnents varied from 0 to 7 Arn-l. The width of the

blocks varied from about 20 to 60 km.

tr'or a one layer lower rnagnetic crust, extending frorn 8 krn to 36 krn, the magne-

tization is 1.59 Arn-1. For a two layer lower magnetic crust, the boundaly between

tlre two lower layers is estimatecl to be at the depth of about 27 km on the basis of

seismic data. The magnetization for the two lower layers are respectively 2.74 Am-1

(for the rniddle) and 1.59 Arn-1 (for the bottom).

The rnagnetizations for the Canada and Eurasia Basins are respectively 0.17 ancl

0.00 Am-1. The magnetizations are low cornparecl to those for the Alpha Ridge.

The continental crusts have magnetizations of 4.6 Am-1 and 5.2 Arn-l for the North

Arnerica and Eurasia portions.

The modeling results show that, at aerornagnetic elevations, the anonalies are

strongly influencecl by rnagnetìc sources that are within the upper heterogeneous

layer. As the observation elevation increases, the anomalies of the upper layer sources

rnerge ancl the deeper layers begin to be of more influence. Reaching MAGSAT

elevations, the cleeper broad lower layers becorne the dorninant c.ontributors to the

positive anomaly over Alpha Riclge. This is consistent with the FFT results where,

at long wavelengths (similar to observirìg anornalies at higher elevations), positive
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anornalies become predorninant.

7.5 Discussion of model results

In modeling the large scale rnagnetic features such as those observed by MAGSAT, the

average magnetizations of the features are used since small scale features cannot ì¡e

resolved at very high elevations. Thus for the Canada and Eurasia basins, which are

uncìerlain by normaì oceanic crusts, the magnetizations average out to zero ot to small

positive rnagnetizations. In investigating oceanic floor magnetization, Tliornas (1987)

pointed out that the alternating positive and negative magnetization of oceanic layer

2A and 2B average out to zero when observed at elevations greater than 200 km. The

lower layer 34, with a rnagnetization of 0.5 Arn-1 (Banerjee, 1984), woulcl contribute

more to the anomalies at satellite elevations. Thus the ahnost zero rnagnetizations

for the basins are consistent with the expected results for norrnal oceanic floors at

satellite elevations (Thomas, i987). The rnagnetization of the lower layer(s)for Alpha

Riclge (1.59 - 2.I4 An-l) is also consistent with the expected rnagnetization for long-

wavelength anomaly sources (Mayhew, 1985). Although the crusts representing the

North Arnerica and Eurasia portions have not been constrained, it is interesting to

note that the magnetizations (4.6 and 5.2 Arn-1) are also within those expectecl for

long-wavelength anornaly sources.

Tlie wicltli extent of the blocks constituting the upper magnetic layer of Alpha

Riclge reach up to 60 km. On the basis of seisrnic velocity, the heterogeneous blocks

reach up to 100 km in extent. Tlie wiclth extent of heterogeneities from magnetics

ancl seismic seem different. Since the rnagnetic and seismic data was not acquired

from the same line (or profile), it is clifficult to tie the rnagnetic blocks to seismic

blocks. However, since the lateral extents of the blocks are coûr.paratively large (e.g.

at the lateral extent of 60 km) there rnight be correlation between the rnagnetic ancl

tt7
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seimic results.

The variecl rnagnetization of the upper layer of Alpha Ridge rnay be accounted for

if rocks of different cornposition were ernplaced witliin the layer. Frorn modeling, the

rnagnetizations of the upper layer block are within those of oceanic Iayer 2 (Thornas,

1987). It is therefore probable that the upper layer of the ridge is composecl of

igneous rocks of different compositions. The variation in magnetization rnay also

be accountecl for if, insteacl of induced rnagnetization only, near normal rernanence

is considered. The accretion process occurring in the Cretaceous nonnal polarity

Superchron would have allowed rnaterial injected into the crust to acquire strong

rernanent rnagnetization in the direction of the then normal field. The fluctuation

in the intensity of the geomagnetic dipole fielcl over the time scale of ernplacement

woulcl cause the remanent magnetization of the injectecl material to vary accorclingly.

The magnetic. heterogeneities may therefore be explainecl frorn TRM consiclerations,

clifference in rock compositions oÌ a combination of the two.

In section 1.6.1, the rninerals responsible for rnagnetic anornalies and how they

are affectecl within the crust, were introcluced. The strong anornalies over the Alpha

Ridge inclicates that the rnagnetic crust has a high concentration of magnetic rninerals.

The chief rninerals rnay include magnetite ancl titaniferous minerals since they are the

rnost rnagnetic. The presence of water in tlie upper portion of the ridge would favor

serpentinization resulting in rnulti-domain magnetite witli high rnagnetization. At

the deeper portion of the crust, where ternperatures are higher, rnagnetite is likely to

be tlie clominant rnagnetic mineral.

7.6 Tectonic settittg of Alpha Ridge

The Alplia Riclge is a clistinctive bathyrnetric feature of the Amerasia Basin. Seisrnic,

gravity and MT data inclicate the ridge's thickness is cornparable to that of continents.
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Most of the geophysical data however show that the ridge's crust has an oceanic

affinity. Gravity, magnetic, bathyrnetric ancl heat flow data all indicate that ihe riclge

is not structurally connectecl to the Nortli Arnerican plate in the vicinity of Ellesrnere

Islancl. The heat flow values over the riclge are larger than expectecl for a purely

continental crust. These evidence casts doubt as to the continental nature of the

ridge.

Seisrnic P-wave velocities in the crest region of the ridge exhibit characteristics of

an oceanic crust. However, the thickness of a norrnal oceanic crust, which is about

10 krn, is rnuch thinner that the Alpha Ridge crust. Thus the rnagnetic nature of the

Alpha Ridge is likely not explainable in terrns of a norrnal oceanic crust.

The average crustal P-wave velocities over Alpha ridge is also found to be similar

to those recorded from rnid-Pacific oceanic ridges such as the Ontong-Java Plateau.

Shallow refraction results show that in the crest zone of Alpha Ridge, the morphology,

seclirnent and basernent structure are sirnilar to those of the Manihiki Plateau. Oth-

er oceanic riclges sirnilar to the Alpha Riclge inclucle Hess, Magellan ancl Shatshy

plateaus. Hence, in explaining the magnetic nature of Alpha Ridge, an oceanic

plateau moclel may be taken into consideration. Alpha Riclge has also been com-

parecl to lcelancl-Faeroe Riclge (Forsyth et al., 1986b). In the crest region of the

Alpha Riclge, P-waves exhibit sirnilarities in arnplitude and velocity-depth structure

to P-waves recorded frorn the lceland-Faeroe Ridge.

The trace of strong positive MAGSAT anomalies founc{ over Alpha Ridge, Green-

lancl ancl Icelancl, together with the above oceanic plateau/riclge characteristics, sug-

gest that Alpha Riclge ancl Iceland-Faeroe Riclge are products of a liotspot which is

currently situatecl beneath the Iceland ridge (see section 2.4). Geochemical eviclence

show that the basement rocks of Alplia Ridge are of volcanic origin associated with

aseisrnic ridges such as Iceland and Hawaii (Van Wagoner et al., 1986). A hotspot o-

rigin for Alpha Ridge would explain its magnetic crust structure in terms of thickness
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arìd rnagnetizations.

Basecl on the results presentecl ancl previous work, the following is a possible sce-

nario to explain the evolution of the Alpha Ridge. A normal oceanic ctust, probably

associated with the forrnation of the Amerasia Basin, passecl over a hotspot. Mug-

rnatic rnaterial from the hotspot rose up to the base of the oceanic crust followecl

by perioclic injection of rnagmatic rnaterial into the crust. This intra-plate hotspot

activity may have occurred along the entire length of the ridge. It is also possible that

the hotspot activity occurred at a spreading axis (oceanic plate margins). If the ridge

was originally a spreading axis, the evidence of rnagnetic lineations has long been

obscured by the volcanisrn associated with the hotspot activities. Perioclic injection

of magrnatic rnaterial, possilily of different compositions, or new volcanism causecl

the rnagnetization heterogeneities in the basement complex. At depth the rnagmatic

rnaterial seernecl to have remained homogeneous. Because of high temperatures at

depth magnetization is largely by iricluction. Thus the hornogeneity of the lower- crust

couplecl with the constant direction of rnagnetization rnay explain the present state

of a homogeneous rnagnetization in the lower rnagnetic crust.

7.7 Conclusion

Usecl in conjunction with previous geophysical and geological information, the work

presented in this thesis Ìias addecl to the understanding of tlie subsurface rnagnetic

structure of tlie Alpha Ridge as well as to its tectonic evolution.

In this study, the thickness of the Alpha Riclge magnetic crust was cleterrnined

to be 36 krn using heat flow values. Aerornagnetic anomalies were examined using

greylevel maps ancl spectral rnethocls. The aeromagnetic ancl MAGSAT clata wele

nrodelecl simultaneously using a 2-D forward rnodeling program (the validity of this

process for the MAGSAT clata was confirmecl using flat earth and spherical earth
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geolnetries). Finally, a 3-D rnocleling using results obtained frorn the 2-D rnodels was

performed on the MAGSAT data.

Tlie cornbined investigation of the MAGSAT and aeromagnetic data has enablecl

the clelineation of the Alplia Ridge crust into two rnagnetic features: an upper layer

responsible for the observed aerornagnetic anornalies, and a lower layer which is the

rnajor contributor to the MAGSAT anornalies. The upper layer extends to a clepth of

probably about 8 km. Lateral ireterogeneities in rnagnetization occur within this layer-.

Such heterogeneities may be attributecl to magrnatic intrusions into a pre-existing

basernent cornplex. Below the upper layel is a crustal layer that is magnetically

hornogeneous and extends to the curie level. This lower rnagnetic layer rnay be diviclecl

into two or rnore layers.

The likely evolutionary mode for Alplia Ridge involves the passage of an oceanic

crust over a hotspot. The process of forrning the ridge may have been affected by

hotspot activity along the entire length of the ridge. Periodic injection of magmatic

material, possibly of different compositions, caused the rnagnetization heterogeneities

in the basernent complex. The magiretic heterogeneities could also have arisen from

TRM considerations. If the riclge was originally a spreacling axis or part of a nor-

rnal oceanic crust, the evidence has long been obscured by the periodic injection

of rnagmatic material. At depth, the rnagrnatic material seerned to have remainecl

homogeneous.

In surnmary, the Alpha Ridge is oceanic in origin. It was rnost likely formecl by

either a combination of sea-floor spreading and plate rnargin hotspot activity or by

intra-plate hotspot activity.
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Appendix A

Aeromagnetic data parameters

The diskette containing the rnagnetic data obtainecl from the Geophysical Division

of the Geological Survey of Canacla is ASCII coded. The program below (Prograrn

GETMAG) rnay be used to reacl tlie griclcled data from the file HALLMAC;.CIRD

(narne of the file containing the magnetic data in the diskette). Figure 4.1 illustrates

the rnap and some of the pararneters of the gridded data. From the figure, the projec-

tion origin is at the coordinates 63.39067oN,92.00"W (referred to in the progratn as

(Xlat,Ylat)). The positions (87,141), (87,90), (83,90) and (83,141) are the latitudes

and the longitudes (refered to in the program as (Alat,Along)) defining the area of

the gridded data. The rest of the variables are definecl in the program.

PROGRAM GETMAG

cx * x*,k{<*<)kd<***{<** * t<****** *ç** xxx {<{(***<*** *rkrk** * *{<*******,** *t<** * **
c
C THIS PROGRAM READS BOTH MAGNETIC AND GRAVTTY DATA FROM

C DATASETS HALLMAG.GRD AND HALLBG.GRD
C

cx * * * * 'ß,1.**********{<*{({<** ***** * ** ******** **** ** **({<*<** **,k** *****
REAL ZrN(rOOO),ALAT(10),AL0NG(10), IDENT(8)

C

c
c

TDENT
CENMAR

: DATA IDENTIFICATION
: CENTRAL MERIDIAN

7:14
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C PARS
C PARN
C PROJ
C GRDSZ
C NCORN

C LINNDIR
C ROTANG
C ALAT, ALONG
C DTYPE
C ZIN
C YLAT
C XLONG
U

READ(9,500) IDENT
c WRrTE(*,500) ÏDENT
5oo FORMAT(8A10)

READ(9, 501) CENMER, PARS,PARN, PROJ, GRDSZ,NCORN,LINDIR,ROTANG,
+ DTYPE

C IdRTTE(*.,501) CENMER,PARS,PARN,PROJ,GRDSZ,NCORN,LINDIR,ROTANG,
c+ DTYPE
501 FORMAT(3F10.5,410,F10.2,2r5,F10.3,410)

READ(9, 504) (ALAT(l),RLOUC(r), r=1,NCORN)
c I,tRrTE(,r,504) (ALAT(r),ALoNG(r),r=1,NC0RN)
504 FORMAT(SF10.5)

READ(9,505) YLAT,XLONG
C IIIRITE (* ,505) YLAT, XLONG

505 F0RMAT(2F10.5)
C

C IO : GRID ORIGIN (# OF COLS - X DIR.) WTt PROJECTION ORIGIN.

135

cJ0
cïL
CJL
CNC
CNR
c

SOUTHERN PARALLEL
NORTHERN PARALLEL
PRoJECTION "MER", "LCP" 0R "UTM"
GRID STZE IN METERS ON THE GROUND

NUMBER OF COORDINATES
LINE DTRECTION (DEGREES FROM NORTH)
ROTATION ANGLE OF GR]D
LAT. AND LONG. OF COORDÏNATES
DATA TYPE
ARRAY OF DATA VALUES
LATITUDE OF PROJECTION ORIGIN
LONGTTUDE OF PROJECTION ORIGIN

il il (il il R0!üS - Y " ) ,t rr rr

GRID LTMITS ('' '' COLS )r n (', " RoWS )
NUMBER OF COLUMNS

NUMBER FO ROI,üS

NOTE:
TO CALCULATE THE NORTHING AND EASTING OF THE GRID ORIGIN:
N0RTHING = J0*GRDSZ
EASTING = I0*GRDSZ

il ll ll

ililil

C

c
c
c

READ(9, 502) r0, rL, Jo, JL,NR,NC
lüRrTE(*,,502) ro , rL, Jo , JL,NR,NC

502 FORMAT(6T10)
D0 10 N=1,NC

INC=N- 1

READ(9,503) (ZrN(r),r=1,NR)
DO 707 I=1,NR

c READ(9,503) ZrN(r)
INR=I- 1

XNVAL=FL¡AT ( J0+ INR) *cRDSZ
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YEVAL=FLOAT ( I O+TNC) *GRDSZ

c rF(zrN(r).EQ.-e99e.0000) G0T0 707
IüRITE(20, 70) XNVAL,YEVAL, ZIN(I)

707 CONTINUE
c hTRITE(*,503) (ZIN(I),I=1,NR)
10 CONTINUE
503 FORMAT(8F10.3)
c
25 !üRTTE(*,110)
110 FORMAT(1HO,',END 0F JOB',)
1OO CONTINUE
C

STOP
END

136
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The positions

tucle,longitucle)

Figure A.l: Map of griclcìecl clata

(87,i4i), (87,90), (83,90) ancl (83,141) are the coordinates (lati-

that clefine the area of the griclclecl clata (shaclecl area).

r37

,92.00'w
I
I
I
J
)

,141',) (87 ,

,141) (83,

origin
ó3.390670N



Appendix B

Fittittg a straight line to data

The equation of a regression line is esxpressed as

A:a*br. (8 1)

For the magnetic clata described in Chapter 4, y represents the magnetic field observed

at a distance z frorn sorne reference point. The pararneters ø and ó are to be estimated

frorn the data. Methods used in finding these pararneters include least squares and

robust estimations. Both methods are cliscussed by Tarantola (i987). The rnethod of

least squares give better pararneter estjmates if the clata being investigatecl exhibit

gaussian errors. On the other hancl, if the elrors in the clata are non-gaussian, the

robust rnethocls give better pararneter estimates.

The following program estimates the parameters a and ö using both the least

squares and robust rnethods. Most of the Subroutines are taken form Press et al.,

(1986). The prograrn rnay be used for fiting a straight line to any data.
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PROGRAM REGRES
C*<t<**** f<X*******r<**{<{<**** ** ** i<*d<****** ** t<****X,FX{<** * ** {<*t<d<d<{<*r<*i<** ** *

c**
C* THIS PROGRAM FTTS A REGRESSION LINE USING (1) LEAST SQUARES *
C* AND (2) ROBUST METHOD. *
C**
C* VARIABLE DICTIONARY: *
C* XVAR: INDEPENDENT VARABLE *
C* YVAR: DEPENDENT VARIABLE *
CX AFIT: INTERCEPT FROM LEAST SQUARES *
C* BFIT: SLOPE FROM LEAST SQAURES *
C* AROB: INTERCEPT FROM R0BUST ESTIMATÏ0N t
C{< BROB: SLOPE FROM ROBUST ESTIMATTON *
c***x*t {.t **t<*,k***rk*****{<*****i<**d<******(*(r<*x**{<rk*****>F{<*************xx
C GENERAL VARIABLES

PARAMETER (wMIX=+OO )
REAL XVAR(4oo), YVAR(4oo)

C LEAST SQUARES VARIABLES
REAL AFIT,BFÏT
REAL ASIGMA,BSIGMA, CHISQ,QPROB,SIGMA(4OO)

C ROBUST ESTTMATION VARÏABLES
REAL AROB,BROB,DEROB

c
C READ x and y
C

oPEN (8 , FfLE='mag .dat' )
READ (8, *.) NDATA
D0 10 I=1,NDATA
READ (8, *) XVAR(I),YVAR(I)

10 CONTINUE
C

c D0 LEAST SQ. CALCULATIoN
C

DUMMY=0
CALL FIT (XVAR,YVAR, NDATA,SIGMA,DUMMY, AFIT, BFIT,ASIGMA,

+ BSTGMA,CHTSQ,QPROB)
WRITE (*,ZT) AFTT,ASIGMA
wRrTE (x,22) BFTT,BSTGMA

2r F0RMAT(', THE VALUE a rS 
"20X,F72.4,2X,',+ 

-),2X,F10.5)
22 FORMAT(',THE VALUE B rS 

"20X,Fr2.4,2X,'+ 
-" 2X,F10.5)

23 FORMAT(' CHISQUARE VALUE IS' ,2X ,FT2.4)
24 FORMAT(' VALUE IS' ,2X ,FL2.4)
C

C CALCULATE ROBUSTLY
C

CALL MEDFIT(XVAR,YVAR,NDATA,AROB, BROB,DEROB, IDUM1)
I,üRITE(X,*) ' ROBUST ESTMATION '
IüRITE(*,25) AROB
I¡IRITE(* ,26) BROB
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c ütRrrE(x,27) DER0B
25 F0RMAT(' THE VALUE a rS ' ,20X,F12.4)
26 FORMAT(' TITT VALUE B IS ' ,20X,FI2.4)
27 FORMAT(' CHISQUARE VALUE IS' ,2X ,F!2.4)
c
601 CONTINUE

STOP
END

c
SUBROUTTNE MEDFIT(X,Y,NDATA,A,B,ABDEV, IDUM1)

C******rft*******{<*******t{<{<x{<{<{<******<**********)k{<****Í<****x**x********
C SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS DATA X(T),Y(I) AND STG(T). THC DATA ARE *
C FIT TO A STRAIGHT LINE (Y = AX + b) BY MINIMIZING CHI-SQUARE. *
C RETURNED: THE UNCERTAINTIES A AND B; SIGA,SIGB, *
C THE CHI-SQUARE; cHIsQ, *
c AND THE G00DNESS-0F-FIT PROBABILITY Q;QPR0B *
c*
C* ***< * ** *({c*rlc*rF*rt*{<* ** * ** * ** ** * {<* * ** {<*x,F***{< * ** * **(*<* * ** {<{<{<{<*<* *** ** *** *

PARAMETER (lrlt"t¡,X= t OOO)

EXTERNAL ROFUNC
COMMON /ARRAYS/ NDATAT,XT(NMAX),YT(NMAX),ARR(NMAX), AA,ABDEVT
DTMENSION X (NDATA), Y(NDATA)
SX=0.
SY=0.
SXY=O.
SXX=0.
D0 11 J=I,NDATA

xr (J) =x ( J)
Yr (J) =v (J)
SX=SX+X(J)
Sy=Sy+y(J)
SXy=SXy+X (J) *y (J)
SXX=SXX+X (-l) **z

LT CONTINUE
NDATAT=NDATA
DEL=NDATA*SXX-SX**2
¿¡= ( gXX*SY-SX*SXY) /DEL
BB= (NDATA*SXY-SX*SY) /DEL
CHISq=9 '
DO L2 J=1,NDATA

CHISQ=6¡¡1SQ+ (Y (.1) - (nn+¡B*X ( J) ) ) **z
T2 CONTINUE

SrGB=SQRT (c¡rSQ/DEL)
B1=BB
F1=ROFUNC (81)

c üIRITE(*,*) 81,F1
B2=BB+SIGN (3 . *SIGB , F1 )
F2=ROFUNC (82)

c**{.d.***x**{<******** THIS IF IS UY 01,¡N ! FoR DATA I'¡ITH0UT ERRoRS
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rF(rDUMl.EQ.o) G0 To 4
cx x *<** **** * ** t*****x****{<***x* *{<*(** * ** {<t<t<*** *x x {<{<{<* *** * ** {<r<**{<

1 IF(rrxrz.GT.o.)THEN
BB=2. *,B2-81
BI=82
F7=F2
B2=BB
F2=ROFUNC (82)
GOTO 1

ENDÏF
4 SIGB=O.01*SIGB
2 TF(ABS(82-81).GT.STGB)THEN

BB=0 . S* (81+82)
rF(BB.EQ. B1 .oR.BB.EQ.B2)Goro 3
F=ROFUNC (BB)
rF(F*F1.GE.0.)THEN

F1=F
B 1=BB

ELSE
F2=F
B2=BB

ENDIF
GOTO 2

ENDIF
3 A=AA

B=BB
ABDEV=ABDEVT/NDATA
RETURN
END

c
FUNCTTON ROFUNC(B)
PARAMETER (ltlURX= toOO)
COM}4ON /ARRAYS/ NDATA,X(NMAX),Y(NMAX),ARR(NMAX), AA,ABDEV
N1=NDATA+1
NML=N1/2
NMH=N1-NML
D0 11 J=1,NDATA

ARR(J) =Y(J) -B*.x(J)
T1. CONTINUE

CALL SORT(NDATA,ARR)
AA=0. Sx (ARR(NML)+ARR(NMH) )
SUM=O.
ABDEV=0.
D0 12 J=1,NDATA

D=y(J) _ (s*x (J) +AA)
ABDEV=ABDEV+ABS (D)
SUM=SUM+X(J) *SIGN (1 . O, D)

72 CONTINUE
ROFUNC=SUM
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RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE SORT(N,RA)
c--------
C SORTS AN ARRAY RA OF LENGNTH N ]NTO ASCENDING NUMERICAL ORDER

C USING THE HEAPSORT ALGORTTHM. N IS INPUT; RA IS REPLACEDON

C OUTPUT BY ITS SORTED ARRANGEMENT.
c--------

DIMENSION RA(N)
L=N/2+t
IR=N

1O CONTINUE
TF (L . GT . 1) THEN

L=L- 1

nnA=RA(L)
ELSE

RRA=RA(TR)
RA(rR)=RA(1)
IR=IR- 1

rF(rR.EQ.1)THEN
RA ( 1) =¡¡¡
RETURN

ENDIF
ENDIF
I=L
J=L+L

20 IF(J.LE. IR)THEN
IF (J . LT. IR)THEN

rF (RA (:) . lr. RA(J+1) ) J=J+1
ENDIF
TF (RRA . LT . RA ( J) ) THEN

RA (r) =RA (J)
I=J
J=J+J

ELSE
J=IR+1

ENDIF
G0 T0 20

ENDIF
RA (I) =¡¡¡
G0 T0 10
END

c
FUNCTION GASDEV(IDUM)

c--------
C

C RETURNS A NORMALLY DISTRIBUTED DEVIATE I,JÏTH ZERO MEAN AND

C AND UNIT VARIANCE, USING RANI(IDUM) AS THE SOURCE OF
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C UNTFORM DEVIATES.
c
c--------
C EXTERNAL RAN1

DATA ISET/O/
TF(ISET.EQ.O) THEN

1 V1=2. *RAN1 (TDUM) -1 .

\12=2. *RAN1(IDUM) -1 .

R=V1**2 + V2**2
rF(R. GE. 1 . )Go ro 1

FAC=SQRT (-2 . ,FLOG (R) /R)
csET=v1*FAC
GASDEV=V2xFAC
ISET=1

ELSE
GASDEV=GSET
ïSET=0

ENDÏF
C PRÏNT X, 40. O

RETURN
END

C

FUNCTTON RANl(TDUM)
c--------
C

C RETURNS A UNIFORM RAND0M DEVIATE BETIITEEN 0 ' 0 AND 1.0. SET

C IDUM TO ANY NEGATIVE VALUE TO INTTIALIZE OR RETNITIALIZE THE
c SEQUENCE
c
c--------

DTMENSToN R(e7)
PARAMETER (lttt=ZSS ZO O,I A!=7 t4 t, ICt=54773, RM 1= 1 . / I4I)
PARAMETER (142=134456 ,LA2=8t2r ,IC2=28411 ,RM2=1 . /VZ)
PARAMETER(MS=Z+SOO0, IA3=456 1, IC3=5 1349 )
DATA TFF /O/
IF(IDUM.LT. O. OR. TFF.EQ. O) THEN

IFF=1
IX1=MOD (IC1-IDUM,M1)
IX1=MoD (t¡t*IXt+IC1, M1)
TX2=MOD(IX1,M2)
IX1=M0D (lRt*IXt+IC1, M1)
rx3=MoD(rxt,l¡s)
D0 11 J=I,97
. IX1=MoD(IA1*IX1+IC1,M1)

rx2=M0D ( lAz* lxz+ fc2,rl2)
R( J) = (rroar(rx1) +FL0AT ( IX2) *RM2) *RM1

11 CONTÏNUE
IDUM=1

ENDIF
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rx1=MoD (IAt*lxt+rc1,M1)
rx2=MoD ( lRzxlxz+ IC2,I42)
IX3=MoD ( lAgxIXS+IC3, M3)
¡=1+ (97xIX3) /M¡
rF (J .GT. e7 . 0R. J . LT . 1) PAUSE

RANl=R(J)
R(J) = (FLOAT (rx1) +FLoAT(rx2) *RM2) *RM1

C PRINT *,100.0
RETURN
END

C

SUBROUTINE FIT(X,Y,NDATA,SIG,MIüT,A,B,SIGA,SIGB,CHI2,Q)
c--------
c
C SUBROUTINE ACCEPTS DATA X(I),Y(I) AND STG(T). THE DATA ARE

c FrTT0 ASTRAIGHTLINE (y= ax+b ) BYMINIMTZTNGCHI-SQUARE.
C RETURNED: THE UNCERTAINTIES A AND B; SIGA,SÏGB,
C THE CHI-SQUARE; CHISQ,
C AND THE GOODNESS-OF-FIT PROBABÏLITY Q;QPROB
C

c--------
DIMENSION X(NDATA),Y(NDATA),SIG(NDATA)
REAL A,B,SIGA,SIGB,CHI2,Q

C INTIALIZE SUMS TO ZERO

SX=O.
SY=O.
ST2=0.
B=0.

C ACCUMULATE SUMS.
rF(Mt¡T.NE.o) THEN

C ....ttrITH!üEïGTHS
SS=0.
D0 11 I= I,NDATA

rüT=1 . / (Src 11¡ **2)
SS=SS+1,üT

SX=SX+X (I) *üIT
sY=sY+Y(I) *tüT

17 CONTINUE
ELSE

C ....!üITHOUT I,JEIGHTS
DO 12 I=1,NDATA

SX=SX+X (I)
gy=gy+y (I)

t2 CONTINUE
SS=FLOAT (NDATA)

ENDÏF
SXOSS=SX/SS

C I,¡RITE(6,100) SX,SY,SS,SXOSS
1oo FoRMAT (2X,4(2X.,F10.2) )
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IF(MI,IT.NE.O) THEN
D0 13 I=1,NDATA

r= (x (I) -sxoss) /sIG (I)
ST2=ST2+TxT
B=B+T*Y (I) /SIG (I)

13 CONTINUE
ELSE

D0 14 I=1,NDATA
T=X (r) _SXOSS

sT2=ST2+TxT
B=B+T*Y(I)

74 CONTINUE
ENDIF

C SOLVE FOR A,B,ASIGMA,BSTGMA
B=B/ST2
[= (g{-SX*B) /SS

c I'üRrrE(6,101) A,B
c1o1 FORMAT(', ', ,2(2X,F10.2) )

srGA=sQRT( (r . +SX*SX/ (SS*ST2) ) /SS)
SIGB=SQRT (7. /ST2)

C T^IRITE(6, 1OO) A, B, SIGA, SIGB
C CALCULATE CHI-SQUARE

CHI2=0.
rF (M!üT. EQ . o) THEN

D0 15 I=1,NDATA
c:Hr2=c:Hr2+ (Y ( r ) -A-B*X (r ) ) **2

15 CONTINUE
C FOR UNI'üEIGHTED DATA EVALUATE TYPICAL SIG USING CHÏ2
C AND ADJUST THE STANDARD DEVÏATIONS.

Q=1 '
S rGDAT=SQRT (cír2 / (NDATA-2) )
SIGA=STGA*SIGDAT
STGB=SIGB*SIGDAT

ELSE
D0 16 I=1,NDATA

cÍr2=c[r2+( (Y(r)-A-B*x(r) ) /src(r) ) xxz
16 CONTINUE

Q=GAMMQ (O . S* (NDATA-2), O . s*CHI2)
ENDIF

C C=A
C A=B
C B=C

RETURN
END

FUNCTT0N GAMMQ(A,X)
c--------
c

141'¡

C
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C CALL BY SUBROUTINE FÏT.
C RETURNS THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTI0N Q(a,x)= ! - P(a,x)
C

c--------
rF (x . LT . o . . oR. A . LE . o) PAUSE

rF(x.LT.A+1.)rHnn
C USE THE SERIES REPRESENTATION

CALL GSER(GAMSER,A,X,GLN)
C TAKE COMPLIMENT OF GAMSER

GAMMq=1 ' -GAMSER
ELSE

C USE THE CONTINUED FRACTION REPRESENTATION
CALL GCF (Cll,tt'lQ, A,X, GLN)

ENDTF
RETURN
END

c
SUBROUTTNE GSER(GAMSER, A,X, GLN)

c--------
c
C RETURNS THE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNTION P(A,X) EVALAUTED BY

C SERIES REPRESENTATION AS GAMSER. ALSO RETURNS In[(a) AS

C GLN
c
c--------

PARAMETER (ITU¡,X=t00, ESP=3 .E-7)
GLN=GAMMLN(A)
rF(x.LE.0.)rs¡I\I

rF(x.LT.o.)pausr
GAMSER=0.
RETURN

ENDIF
AP=A
SUM=1 . /A
DEL=SUM
D0 11 N=I,ITMAX

AP=AP+1
DEL=DEL*X/AP
SUM=SUM+DEL
IF(ABS(DEL) .LT.ABS(SUM)*EPS)GO TO 1

7T CONTINUE
PAUSE 'A too large,ITMAX too small'

1 GAMSER=SUM*EXP (-X+A*L0c (X) -cLN)
RETURN
END

c
SUBROUTINE GCF (GAMMCF,A, X, GLN)

c--------
C
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C RETURNS THEE INCOMPLETE GAMMA FUNCTION Q(A,X) EVALUATED BY

C BY ITS CONTINUED FRACTION REPRESENTATION AS GAMMCF. ALSO

C RETURNS In[(a).
c
c--------

PARAMETER (IttlAX=100, EPS=3 .E-7)
CTiV=GAMMLN (A)
G0LD=0.
A0=1.
A1=X
B0=0.
B1=1.
FAC=1.
D0 11 N=I,ITMAX

AN=FL0AT (N)
ANA=AN-A
¡¡= (A1+A0*ANA) *FAC
B0= (81+80*ANA) *FAC
ANF=ANXFAC
A1=X*A0+ANF*41
B1=X,t B0+ANF*B1
rF(A1.NE.o.)THEN

FAc=!. / AI
G=81*FAC
rF(ABS((G-GoLD)/G) .rr.EPS)G0 r0 1

G0LD=G
ENDÏF

7I CONTINUE
PAUSE 'A too large, ITMAX too small'

1 GAMMCF=EXP (-X+A*ALOG (X) -GLN) 
'.G

RETURN
END

c
FUNCTION GAMMLN(XX)

c--------
C

c RETURNS THE VALUE ln{T(xx) FOR xx)O.
c
c--------

REAL"8 COF(6),STP,HALF,ONE,FPF,X,TMP,SER
DATA COF ,STP/76. 1800917300, -8650532033D0 ,24.011409822D0 ,

+ -I .23t739516D0, . 120858003D-2, - .536382D-5 ,2 .50662827465D0/
DATA HALF , ONE, FPF/O . sDO , 1 . ODO , 5 . 5DO/
X=XX-0NE
TMP=X+FPF
1¡4p= (X+HALF) x¡sç (rup) -rup
SER=ONE
D0 11 J=1,6

x=x+0NE
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SER=SER+COF(J)/X
TL CONTINUE

GAMMLN=TMP+LO G ( STP * SER)
RETURN
END
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Appendix C

MAGSAT data and Programs

C.l The MAGSAT data

The MAGSAT data obtained from G. V. Haines of the Geophysics Division,

Geological Survey of Canada, is contained in an ASCII codecl diskette as the file

MAGSAT.ZRS. The following prograln rnay be uecl to read the data.

PROGRAM MAG

c**x*x***d<rkt<****{<{<t<*{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<{<*<**rkrk*{<*t<*************{<{<*****d<{<******x*x
C THTS PROGRAM READS MAGSAT DATA FROM THE FILE MAGSAT.ZRS. *
C ]T IS CAPABLE OF READING DATA FOR A SPECIFTC REGION *
C USES SUBROUTINE EQAREA FOR EQUAL AREA PROJECTÏON. *
c* x ** * * * *{<*** *({<t<{<{<***r(*<{<****{<{< *t{<xx*** **<*,k* {<** x*{<{<{<t(** * *xxxx** * ** * ** *

REAL 0BSLAT, OBSLON, oBSALT, OBSX, 0BSY,OBSZ,ZVAL
REAL LTTLAT,LAT, BIGLAT

c
C OBSLAT
C OBSLON
C OBSALT
c OBSX
C OBSY
C

C ZVAL
C

LATITUDE
LONGÏTUDE
ELEVATION
X-LOCATION
Y-LOCATION
X AND Y DEFINE THE POSITION OF ZVAL
THE MAGNETIC ANOMALY AT (X,V)
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C L]TLAT/BIGLAT DEFINE THE REGTON OF INTEREST TO BE EXTRACTED.
LIïLAT = 60.0
BIGLAT = 90.0
READ(18,*) NUM

D0 10 I=1,7524
READ (18, *) OBSALT, OBSLAT,OBSLON

C READ(L7,X) OBSLAT,OBSLON
c*
C* CONVERT OBSERVATTON POSITION TO XY COORDINATES
c*, FoR EQUAL AREA P0LAR STERE0GRAPHTC PR0JECTTON.
c*

CALL EQAREA ( OBSLAT, OBSLON, OBSALT, OBSX , OBSY)

C IF ( (OBSLAT.LT. LITLAT).0R. (OBSLAT.GT.BIGLAT) ) GOTO 10

C !üRITE(12,35) OBSALT,OBSLAT,OBSLON,OBSX,OBSY,OBSZ,ZVAL
IIRTTE ( 12 , 35) OBSLAT, OBSLON, OBSX , OBSY, ZVAL

35 FORMAT(7(Flo.2) )
10 CONTINUE

STOP
END

cx
SUBROUTINE EQAREA (RLAT, RLONG,RO, X,Y, Z)

C

C THE VALUE OF OLAT AND OLONG ARE TO BE CHANGED TO THE

C CENTRE OF THE AREA OF INTEREST
c

0ALAT=40.50
0L0NG=270.50

C 0ALAT=90.00
C 0L0NG=0.0
C R0=6378.16
C R0=637L.2

R0=6356.912
PI=4.O*ATAN(1 .0)
RATE=PIl180 . O

A=0ALAT*RATE
B=RLAT*RATE
ç= (RL0NG-0LoNc) xRATE
D=1 . 0+SIN(A) xSrN(B) +COS (A) xcoS (B) *COS (C)
R=Rox (r . o-o .003367*srN(A) xx2+0 . oooooTl* (srN(2 . 0*A) ) *xz)
x-2 . 0,kR{.(cos (n) *srN (B) -srN (A) *cOs (B) *cos (c) ) /D
y=2 . o*(R*< (CoS (B) xsil¡ (c) ) /D
RETURN
END

c
RETURN
END
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C.2 Modelittg program

The following program MAG is a simplified version of that developed by Noble (1883).

It calculates the vertical anomaly field for a given spherical prisrn. The equations used

were discussecl in Chapter 6.

PROGRAM MAG

C* * * X X )k*<** *****r( * *{<t<{<*** * XX ****t(t({<{<*** X* * *{<X *X {<** {<*X**t<{<* XX * *{<Xt<**** *

C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE VERTICAL COMPONENT OF THE *
C MAGNETIC FIELD ANOMALY USTNG SPHERICAL PRISMS. *
C>k
cxt *********{<t<t<****xx{<{<*{(r<*****,{<,F***t<rF************************xx***{<{<
c
C THE DIPOLE VARIABLES
c
C DELRHO: RADIAL DIMENSTON OF PRISM
C DELTHE: LONGITUDINAL ANGULAR DIMENSION OF PRISM
C DELPHI: LATTTUDINAL ANGULAR DIMENSION OF PRISM
C MIDRHO,MIDLAT,MIDLON: CENTER OF PRTSM

C DIPXDIPY,DIPZ: CARTESIAN LOCATION OF DIPOLES
c

REAL DELRHO (100),DELTHE(100),DELPHT (100), GAUSS (2)
REAL DTPRHO , DTPLAT, DIPLON, DIPX, DIPY ,DTPZ
REAL MTDRHo (1000),MTDLAT(1000),MrDL0N(1000)

C

C OBSERVATTON VARIABLES
C

C OBSLAT,OBSLON,OBSALT: SPHERICAL C0-0RD 0F 0BSERVATI0N P0INT
C 0BSX,OBSY,0BSZ: CARTESIAN C0-ORD 0F OBSERVATI0N P0INT

REAL OBSLAT , OBSLON, OBSALT, OBSX , OBSY ,OBSZ
c
C OTHERS
C JX,JY,JZ,JS : MAGNETIZATION VARIABLES
C OPLOTX,OPLOTY,XPLOT,YPL0T: VARIABLES T0 H0LD PLOTTING POINTS
c

REAL ZFIELD(2OOO),RX,RY,RZ, JX, JY, JZ, JS (1OO),R2,R5
REAL XPL0T(2000),YPL0T(2000),x(2000),Y(2000)

c*
c*
CX CONSTANTS AND COUNTERS

C

C MU : PERMEABILITY OF FREE SPACE

C DECL : DECLINATION
C INCL : INCLINATION
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C B : EARTHF]ELD
c

INTEGER f , J , K, IRHO , JLAT, KLON, TDP , DIPNUM
REAL MU,DECL,INCL,B
REAL CONST1 , CONST2 , CONST3 , PI , CONVRT , DELH

t
c*
CX STATE THE CONSTANTS

c*
PI = 3.1415926536
coNvRT = PIl180.0
ïNCL=90.0
DECL=O.0
B=60000 . 0/1000000000. 0
MU=4. 0*PIl10000000 . 0

DELH=1000.
c
C* PRISM CONSTANTS
c

GAUSS(1)= r .o/ (3. oxx(1 .o/2.0>)
GAUSS(z)= -cluss(1)

c*
CX READ PRTSM INFORMATION
c*

READ(5,X) DIPNUM
D0 15 I=1,DIPNUM
READ (5 ,,T) MIDRHO (I) ,MTDLAT(I) ,MIDLON(T) ,

+DELRHO (I),DELTHE(I),DELPHI (I), JS (I)
C CONVERT FROM KM TO M

MIDRH0 (I ) =MIDRHo (I ) xourU
DELRHO (I ) =DUtRtto (I ) xomU

C I,ùRITE(6, X) MIDRHO (I) ,MIDLAT(I) ,MIDLON(I) ,DELTHE(I) ,DELPHI (I)
15 CONTINUE

c
C READ OBSERVATION ]NFORMATÏON
C

C STATE OBSERVATION ALTITUDE (m)

0BSALT=6700*DELH
c
c
C CALCULATION OF FIELD
C STEP 1: FIND P0SITION 0F OBSERVATI0N P0INT.
c MU=4*PI*E-7 ; Î{IJ/ *PI = E-7
c
c* READ(|7,8) 0BSNUM
C* D0 10 I=1,0BSNUM

D0 10 ï=1,1316
C INITIAL]ZE FIELD TO ZERO

ZFIELD (l)=o ' o
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READ(77,'F) OBSLAT,OBSLON
C* I,]RITE(6,*) OBSLAT,OBSLON,OBSALT
c
C CONVERT OBSERVATION POSITION TO XY COORDINATES
C FOR EQUAL AREA POLAR STEREOGRAPHTC PROJECTION.
c

CALL EQAREA (OBSLAT, OBSLON, 0BSALT, oPLOTX, oPL0TY)
XPL0T (l) =OPtOtX
YPLOT (I) =OPtOtY

C* I^IR]TE(6,X) OBSLAT,OBSLON,OPLOTX,OPLOTY
c
C CONVERT OBSERVATION POSITION FROM SPHERICAL EARTH

c ro FrxED x,Y, AND Z COORDTNATES.
c

0BSLAT=90 . 0-OBSLAT
CALL DETXYZ (OBSALT, OBSLAT, OBSLON, OBSX, OBSY, OBSZ)

c
C FIND COORDINATES OF DIPOLE AND MAGNETIZATION
c

D0 16 IDP=1,DIPNUM
JX=JS (IDp) *C0S (INCL*C0NVRT) *C0S (DECL*CONVRT)

Jy= JS ( IDp) *C0 S ( INCL*CoNVRT) *S IN (DECL*CONVRT)

JZ= J S( IDP),KS IN ( INCL*CONVRT)
CONSTl= (DELRHO (TDP) X (DELTHE(TDP) XCONVRT) *'(DELPHI (IDP)

* *C0NVRT) )/80000000.0
D0 20 IRH0=1,2
DIPRHO=MIDRHO (IDP) + (DELRHO (TDP) /2.o)*GAUSS(TRHO)
D0 30 JLAT=I,2
DIPLAT=MIDLAT(IDP) + (DELTHE(IDP) /Z.O){.GAUSS(JLAT)
DIPLAT=90-DIPLAT
D0 40 KL0N=1,2
DIPLON=MIDLON(TDP) + (DELPHI (IDP) /Z.O)*GAUSS(KLON)

C

C CONVERT EARTH SPHERICAL COORDTNATES OF DIPOLE
C TO FTXED X,Y, AND Z COORDINATES.
c

CALL DETXYZ (DTPRHO , DIPLAT, DIPLON, DIPX, DIPY, DTPZ)
C IüRITE(6,*) DIPLAT,DTPLON,DIPRHO,DIPX,DIPY,DIPZ
C

C FIND SEPERATION VECTOR AND COMPONENTS

C

RX=DIPX-0BSX
RY=DIPY-0BSY
RZ=DIPZ-OBSZ
¡2=(ftXxRX + RY*RY + ÈZ'.RZ)x*(7/2.0)
R5-R2**5

C IIIRITE(6,X) RX,RY,RZ

C CALCULATE THE ANOMALY
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c
C ONS T2 = C ON S T 1 *.D T PRHO * D I PRH O * S ] N ( D I PLAT X C O NVRT ) /R5
C0NST3=C0NST2* (-lXxS . 0*RX*RZ

+ + Jy*3.o*RY*RZ + JZ*((S.O*RZ*RZ)-R2*,R2))
zFTELD (l) =ZrlsrD (r) +coNST3
CONTÏNUE
CONT]NUE
CONTTNUE
CONT]NUE
CONTINUE

C0NVERT INT0 nT AND I^IRITE

D0 111 I=1,1316
zFTELD (r ) =ZrrslD (r ) *r000000000 . 0
I¡¡RTTE FOR PLOTING
I,IRITE( T2,*) XPLOT(I) ,YPLOT(I) ,ZFTELD(I)

CONTINUE

STOP
END

SUBROUTINE EQAREA (RLAT, RLONG, RO , X, Y)
c* * * * x{<t<*t {<,k*{<***{<i(** * **{<**{<r< * ** {<{<* {<*(****t***t(r<**** * *{<{<*(t<** * ** * x* t<t<*{<

C (see previous program)
C*t***** *X *****(,kt(** *** *{<*t<*** *** ***)k** **(*{<rF*)k***<**X X X{<***(** * XX)kXX **<{<*

c
SUBROUTINE DETXYZ (RHO , COLAT, ELONG ,X,Y ,Z)

c***t ****rF********rF*{<t<t<ì<*****<,k*,F{<{<*****t<t(*(*{<*********{<*xÌ(****{<**rk***
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c
c
c

c

ttt
c

c

C

c
c
C

c
c
c
c
c
C

I^IITH THE NORTH ROTATIONAL AXIS.

INPUT: RHO, COLAT, ELONG.

OUTPUT: X, Y, Z.

*
THIS SUBROUTINE CONVERTS RADIAL DISTANCE (RHO), *
GEOCENTRIC CO-LATTTUDE (COLAT), AND EAST LONGITUDE (EI.ONC) *
TO EARTH FIXED CO-ORDTNATES X,Y, AND Z. *
THE X-AXIS PIERCES THE EARTH SURFACE AT THE INTERSECTÏON *
OF GREENVüICH MERIDIAN AND THE EQUATOR. THE Z-AXIS CONCÏDES *

*
*
,k

*
*
*

c** * rl.* x x x{<*** *** * *x x{<d<>F>F{<*i<** * **{<**>k** *** x<{<d<d<**** ** * **{<*{< ** l<+f<{<i<* {< **

C

PI = 3.1415926536
cON = PIl180.0

C

COSLAT=COS (COLAT,FCON)

S INLAT=S IN (C¡LAT*C0N)
CO SLON=COS (ELONG*CON)

c
c
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S INL0N=S IN ( ELQNc*C0N)

X=RHO*C0SL0N{.SïNLAT
Y=RH0*SINL0N*SINLAT
z=RHo*c0SLAT

RETURN
END

The followirig subroutines from the Corlputer Services at the University of Man-

itoba were used:

a) IMSL Subroutine IQHSCV; used for interpolating data.

b) Subroutine SMOCON; used for contouring the data.
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